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Abstract 

When the American filmmaker Hollis Frampton died in March 30, 1984, he left behind an 

unfinished project he had worked on for more than a decade of his life. The project was 

entitled Magellan and was intended as a cycle of films spanning nearly 36 hours. 

Approximately 9 hours of the proposed material were completed. In this ambitious project, 

based on Ferdinand Magellan’s voyage around of the world, Frampton sought to probe deep 

into the mentality of western culture, through a metahistorical resynthesizing of the history of 

art and film. To do so he wanted to utilize, among other elements, the theories of the pioneers 

of early Soviet cinema, such as Sergei Eisenstein, Lev Kuleshov and Dziga Vertov. In my 

thesis I show how Frampton rework and transform the ideas, imagery and techniques of these 

filmmakers, and furthermore demonstrates how they are being applied within the films in the 

Magellan cycle. Frampton’s transformation of the theories and practices of these Soviet 

filmmakers is discussed throughout the thesis in relation to the categories of sound, image and 

consciousness. In the chapter on sound I have shown how Frampton have made use of the 

concept of vertical montage with the intention of exploring asynchronous relationships 

between sound and image. In the chapter on the image, I have demonstrated the importance of 

appropriation strategies in Frampton’s work, especially how it relates to the works of 

Eisenstein and Vertov. The last chapter deals with the concept of inner speech as Eisenstein 

envisioned it cinematically and its relevance for the Magellan project. The function of 

subjectivity and autobiography within the cycle has also been explored. Likewise, an 

examination of the concept of the pensive image, as understood by Hanneke Grootenboer, has 

been investigated and seen in relation Frampton’s films in the Magellan cycle. 
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Introduction 

Topic 

In the period between 1971 and 1984, the American filmmaker/artist Hollis Frampton made a 

number of films that were to be a part of a larger project called Magellan. This cycle of films 

(about 36 hours)1 was going to be presented to the public over a period of approximately one 

year. One of the core purposes of the films was – as he presents it in his "Statement of Plans 

for Magellan" – to "resynthesize" the tradition of film: "making film over as it should have 

been".2 Or, as the film historian Michael Zryd has stated about the project and its intents and 

purposes: "[it was going to be] a metahistory of film and the art historical tradition (…)."3 The 

objective of these films was to "systematically map the terrain of film art, together with its 

boundaries, according to poetic principles extrapolated or induced from film’s irrational 

natural history."4 To do this he planned to base parts of the cycle on early Soviet film theory: 

"Parts III and V will be made entirely of cinematic means derived from my understanding of 

the canons of filmic montage, as enunciated by Lev Kuleshov, Sergei Eisenstein, and Dziga 

Vertov and extended and castigated by film artists during the past thirty years."5    

On the question regarding the overall concept of the project, Frampton answered, in an 

interview with Esther Harriot, in the television program "Conversations in the Arts", in 1978, 

that the film(s) are to be thought of as a tour around the world, except, as he says: "that the 

world is gradually, I think, being defined in the film as the contents and process of a mind, 

and that mind is the rather general mentality of western culture."6 In other words, according to 

Frampton, the purpose of the various films in the cycle, at this stage in the filmmaking 

process, is to convey – through the specifics of western culture –  attempts to outline reality 

and the shifts between several ways to understand it, and furthermore to try to grasp it as a 

cohesive whole. In this sense, Ferdinand Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe becomes 

Frampton’s metaphor for a specific mentality – the western mentality – in which an urge to 

define and map reality and to scrutinize boundaries is present: "by circling the world he 

established its absolute limits".7 

                                                      
1 Only about 9 hours exists. 
2 Frampton, "Statement of Plans for Magellan," 226. 
3 Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 120. 
4 Frampton, "Statement of Plans for Magellan," 226. 
5 Ibid, 228. 
6 Harriot, "Conversations in the Arts," (19:45-22:36). My transcription. 
7 Ibid. 
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 This "tour of a cultural mentality or its contents", is as he says, necessarily a sketch, 

"in which there is a great deal of empty space".8 It’s up to the viewer to put the pieces 

together, so to speak. "The protagonist in this case, who is the explorer, is also the spectator. 

And the spectator’s task in a way is to reconstruct the voyage, to try to connect one thing with 

another."9 Similar to the renaissance explorer, attempting to grasp the shape of the world, the 

spectator is on a journey as well.   

For the most part, the Magellan cycle is, as Zryd (2004) has written "a [project] that 

remains largely unexamined."10 Especially that aspect which concerns early Soviet film 

theory, predominantly that of Eisenstein, and its influence on Frampton’s conceptualization of 

the Magellan cycle. The critic Peter Lunenfeld (2004) has pointed out Frampton’s infatuation 

with Eisenstein: "a figure (…) whom he constantly returned in his films and writings".11 In 

addition, Eisenstein, along with other filmmakers of the early Soviet era, are mentioned by 

Frampton himself – in his own texts and in interviews – as important for the project as such. 

But little, as far as I know – apart from a few paragraphs on how Eisenstein’s theory relates to 

some of his other films, in an article by Bruce Jenkins (1985), and more in-depth in a few of 

the books of P. Adams Sitney – has been written about Soviet film theory in Magellan in any 

extensive way.  While Melissa Ragona (2004) has written about his use of sound montage in 

some parts of the Magellan cycle, particularly the films Mindfall I & VII (1977-1980), there is 

a lot more to be said about the subject. Particularly the implications these theories have for 

our understanding of Frampton’s films.  

Since the Magellan project as a whole was unfinished at the time of Frampton’s death 

(and possibly intended as such from the beginning), and only fragments remain, we cannot be 

entirely sure how far his implementation of Soviet film theory was integrated within the 

overall cycle of films per se.12 Also, his statements’ regarding Magellan and its intended 

objective were also something that changed over time. However, it is my claim, which forms 

the basis of this thesis, that many features of Frampton’s keen attention to early Soviet film 

theory is important to not only the structure and technique of the films, but also to the ideas 

underpinning the Magellan project as such. 

                                                      
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 120. 
11 Lunenfeld, Peter. "The perfect machine", 176. 
12 Although he mentioned in an interview that wanted to be done by the age of 50. See Harriot, "Conversations in 

the Arts," (25:35). 
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What I want to accomplish in this thesis is to see how, and in what way, Frampton 

appropriates, imitates, duplicates, recreates and transforms the techniques, theory and 

practices of early Soviet film. More precisely: how does Frampton negotiate between the 

different approaches of Sergei Eisenstein, Dziga Vertov and Lev Kuleshov, and how are they 

integrated into the Magellan as a “whole,” as far as that is possible given its incomplete 

status. What are the implications of this integration artistically, conceptually as well as 

ideologically? 

 

Theoretical Framework 

By presenting the original concepts as offered in the theoretical works of these early Soviet 

filmmakers, and seeing how they were implemented in their own films, I would like to show 

how and in what way these concepts were echoed and transformed in Frampton’s films. 

Stated otherwise, I want to explore what these directors and theorists were trying to achieve 

through their approaches to concepts of sound, image, and montage, and to see how these 

particular ideas were executed in their films, and then explore Frampton’s usage of these same 

concepts in the Magellan cycle. For instance, the concept of vertical montage was, according 

to Isabel Sobral Campos, "one of the guiding principles of Magellan."13 A concept originally 

formulated by Eisenstein, in which sound and picture is purposefully out of sync, in order to 

bring forth new associations. For Frampton this asynchronous approach to sound and image is 

something he appropriated and pursued in many of his films. How does his approach differ 

from Eisenstein? What function do techniques such as these have in the Magellan cycle and 

what is generated artistically, conceptually and ideologically by instigating such a technique?  

In addition to exploring how the theories of Eisenstein, Vertov and Kuleshov, 

concerning the function of montage, image and sound are relevant in regards to Frampton’s 

work I would also like to discuss various approaches put forth by other theorists, as a way to 

raise additional questions regarding Frampton’s project as such. One such example is the idea 

of the pensive image and montage. There have many approaches regarding this topic in the 

last twenty years. For instance the art historian Georges Didi-Huberman shows how montage 

can function as a way to explore thinking in his book Images in spite of all (2008), and Chari 

Larsson reflects further upon this concept in an article from 2016, by focusing on montage as 

("[an image] that “thinks”") as a way to produce new forms of knowledge. 14 The French 

                                                      
13 Sobral Campos, "Futureless invention: Hollis Frampton’s infinite-finite film," 245. 
14 Larsson, Chari. "Thinking things: Images of thought and thoughtful images," 1. 
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philosopher Jacques Ranciere has also explored the theme in his work The Emancipated 

Spectator in a more political direction. Another art historian – Hanneke Grootenboer – in an 

article on the still life paintings of Jan van Huysum focuses on the pensive image as well. 

More specifically on how certain images through their shape and material components can 

trigger thoughts in the spectator. In my thesis I will explore some of Grootenboer’s ideas and 

see whether the implications of this way of thinking can help us come to terms with the 

ambitions of Frampton’s Magellan cycle. Particularly in how certain montage strategies can 

force the viewer to think in various ways. 

The film examples and methods of the American filmmakers Maya Deren and Stan 

Brakhage are also relevant in this regard. Especially in the subjective approach they both 

embark on to portray their various predilections. Frampton can be said to be part of a similar 

subjective kind of filmmaking. His autobiographical approach is not only an aspect present in 

his early films, but is integrated in the Magellan cycle as well. I wish to explore this aspect 

further, particularly in relation to the filmic approaches of Eisenstein and Vertov.  

Furthermore, in this thesis I suggest that the Magellan project, as an unfinished whole, 

through the methods of montage, can be seen, not only, as Frampton has suggested, as an 

attempt to convey the idea of transitory steps through western cultural mentality, but also that 

this conceptualization has some similarities to how Eisenstein imagined the rendering of inner 

speech by filmic means. Additionally, I will focus on Vertov’s open ended organization of 

shots (for instance in The Man with a Movie Camera), which can be said to explore similar 

paths, although in a different manner.   

 

Existing Research  

There has been a lot of research on Hollis Frampton and several of his films, but there is much 

less writing on the Magellan cycle. The existing literature on the topic is primarily concerned 

with aspects of digital media, modernism, his approach to subjective historiography, and the 

hybrid nature of his project, as well as the lyrical qualities of the work. Peter Lunenfeld 

(2004) has focused on archiving potential of digital media and its similarities to the Magellan 

project. Others, like Michael Zryd, emphasize Frampton’s changing views on the modernist 

tradition: from the serious (Weston, Pound, Eliot) to the more or less ironic (Joyce, Borges, 

Duchamp) - and how this is expressed in the Magellan project. Brian Henderson is another 

scholar who has researched features and characteristics of Frampton’s work. In an early 

article from 1985, he sheds light on the project's changing nature over time, and the use of 
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various principles of composition within the cycle (palindrome, loop, appropriation). Still 

others, especially Sara Sullivan (2014), have focused on specific films in the project (Winter 

Solstice), and looked at issues of subjective historiography, and the work's poetic and political 

qualities. Additionally, P. Adams Sitney has attempted to situate the project within a poetic 

framework and in continuous dialogue with the works of Stan Brakhage.  
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1 Frampton - Magellan 

1.1 Background 

In June 1971, when Frampton started his preliminary exploration of what was later to be 

named the Magellan cycle he only had a vague idea of what he wanted to achieve in the realm 

of film, apart from delving further into his cherished themes of time, language, structure and 

memory.15 His earlier films had proven fertile in their various artistic explorations, but were 

in a sense only stepping stones for his most ambitious project as of yet. In an often quoted 

essay by Frampton, "For a Metahistory of Film: Commonplace Notes and Hypotheses", he 

mentions "the possibility of constructing a film" analogous to the knights tour in chess, "that 

will be a kind of synoptic conjugation of such a tour – a Tour of Tours, so to speak, of the 

infinite film, or of all knowledge, which amounts to the same thing."16 This ambitious, but 

rather elusive idea – which he stated more clearly in his (three) proposals to secure grants for 

the project, seven years after this essay was written was something that developed over time, 

and in the end spawned a number of mesmerizing films which are now known as belonging to 

the Magellan cycle. Its artistic quality has been debated, but most critics have found the 

project both intriguing and fascinating. Not only because of the ideas underpinning the 

concept of the film, but also because of its fragmented and incomplete nature, leaving the 

success of the work undecided. 

 For the critic Annette Michelson, the incomplete nature of the project as such, is not to 

be viewed as "the inhibition of a utopian project", but rather as thought-provoking evidence of 

Frampton’s persistent negotiation "of a marriage of Poesis and Mathesis", of poetic creation 

and rigid systematization.17 What was intended in the beginning as a cycle of films in seven 

sections, spanning 36 hours, and to be viewed over a period of more than one year, was never 

realized as such. Today, as mentioned earlier, we have only fragments – approximately 9 

hours – of more or less finished films from this project. So how does one explore such an 

unfinished work of art? How is one to grasp and make sense of this “magnificent ruin"18 – as 

Frampton himself suggested as a term for the unfinished project that is the Magellan cycle?  

                                                      
15 Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 121. 
16 Frampton, "For a Metahistory of Film: Commonplace Notes and Hypotheses", 138. This essay, as he explains 

it in an interview originally published in the Millenium Film Journal in 1980, "was (…) quite openly a manifesto 

for a work that I was at that moment thinking quite seriously about undertaking, namely the Magellan project." 

In this interview he also adds, after several years of pondering the nature of the project, as well as making the 

necessary films, that "I cannot generate the infinite cinema that I posited then. But I can generate a 

grammatically complete synopsis of it." Frampton, "Talking about Magellan: An interview," 241. 
17 Michelson, "Poesis/Mathesis," 6. 
18 Frampton, quoted in Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 126. 
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There have been several attempts to understand and interpret the films in the cycle, 

and their interrelated purpose within the project as a whole. Complications on many levels 

have made this a rather daunting task for scholars. Not only is the work unfinished, but its 

construction principles changed over time as well. There is also the rather banal complication 

regarding the consumption of the work. In the following I offer some remarks about how one 

might approach the work; clarify how it was conceptualized by Frampton himself; and further 

give some examples of the existing films and their function within the project. 

So, how can these films be viewed and appreciated in the best possible way, given the 

situation today? Since only a fraction of the films in the cycle are available on DVD in decent 

quality, and other films belonging to the work are scattered all around the web, in rather 

reduced quality, the best way to see the films is to watch them in a cinema, where the material 

is usually presented in a more or less consistent manner – often following the guidelines put 

forth by Frampton himself in his "Statement of Plans for Magellan".  

In this statement he outlines seven main categories, which originally were intended as 

seven comprehensive films: "I. Dreams of Magellan; II. The Birth of Magellan; III. The Small 

Cloud of Magellan; IV Straits of Magellan; V. The Large Cloud of Magellan; VI. The Death 

of Magellan; VII. The Return of Magellan."19 These segments were "to be composed of a 

number of detachable subsections and epicycles of separate semantic and formal integrity," 

making the overall work grammatically quite complex.20 By following this plan one can 

nevertheless get a more or less coherent sense of the project. 

This plan, based on Frampton’s outline, is rather common when shown in cinemas 

today. In a text about his reactions to the Magellan cycle and its implication in regards to 

digital media, the critic Peter Lunenfeld put forth a similar arrangement, as they were 

presented to him and others in a rare screening of the cycle in Las Vegas in 1997.21 In this 

instance, the films were categorized according to five of the seven main categories as 

mentioned by Frampton22. Based on these categories, the films were scheduled to be screened 

according to six distinctive programmes, and shown over a period of several weeks.23 Shown 

in such a manner will give us an approximate idea as to how to link the various parts together, 

                                                      
19 Frampton, "Statement of Plans for Magellan," 228. These categories were originally intended as names for 

other works, as can be seen in his letters. One instance of this from a letter dated 11 March, 1964 to Reno Odlin: 

"STRAITS OF MAGELLAN: a transparent slab or frieze about 40’’ high and 120’’ long, suspended between 

two opaque slabs the same size, and parallel to both of them." Frampton, "Letters from Framp 1958-1968," 44. 
20 Frampton, "Statement of Plans for Magellan," 228. 
21 Lunenfeld, "The perfect machine," 178, n 20. The films are presented in Appendix A. 
22 These were The Birth of Magellan, Straits of Magellan, Solariumagelani, Magellan at the Gates of Death, and 

lastly The Final Days of the Cycle and Studies for Magellan. Lunenfeld, "The perfect machine," 179. 
23 Ibid. 
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and something which will be fairly close to Frampton’s own conception of the work. Within 

these main categories there are of course numerous ways to order the films, i.e. 

chronologically, thematically, randomly, etc., and different ways to present them over time. 

And since, as Lunenfeld has stated: "There is no ur-text of the Magellan Cycle, there are 

differing schedules, orders and ways of viewing it,"24 such that there is also no incorrect 

screening sequence. Thus, the predominant way of connecting the films is, in other words, 

only one option among many. Today, because of DVDs and YouTube and other sites on the 

net one does not even need to go to the cinema, but can choose to explore the sequences in the 

comfort of one’s preferred viewing environment.25  

Whether the latter are optimal viewing conditions is something which is touched on by 

Frampton in an interview about Magellan. Even though the quality of the work would suffer, 

he stated that he’d "consider finishing Magellan in video rather than not finish it at all."26 But, 

he insists, that experiencing the work in the cinema is preferable. Watching the work on VHS 

is not ideal and the translocation of the work from one distribution platform to another "would 

be more drastic than the translation of the written word from one natural language to another," 

and change the work accordingly.27 On the other hand, he did not want the work to be 

consumed, so to speak in one viewing session: "the idea that there is going to be some 

horrifying thirty-six-hour marathon" was in other words something he didn’t approve of.28 

Neither was he trying to force on the viewer a rigid viewing schedule, as if this was the only 

way to view the work correctly. Stated otherwise: even though Frampton made a detailed plan 

for the relation of the different parts of the Magellan cycle, and the precise moments they 

were to be screened, he did not expect people to actually follow his instructions and see the 

films, “as it was meant to be seen:” "The last thing I would think about imposing on anyone is 

some ecclesiastical duty, as it were, of marching off to somewhere every day for a year to see 

what is typically two minutes of film."29 What he wanted was for the viewer to watch the 

films as they were being made, even though this, according to him, risked "an essentially 

anomalous reading of the work".30 The opposite would be to withhold the cycle indefinitely. 

In the end, though, when the work was finished, this new context would "very drastically 

                                                      
24 Ibid, 178. 
25 Another element which makes the reception of the work more unique is the fact that – as of today at least – not 

every film in the cycle is easily available for public consumption.  
26 Frampton, "Talking about Magellan: An interview," 236. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid, 238. This fact separates him from filmmakers such as Andy Warhol and his investigation of the theme of 

boredom triggered by films of long duration. 
29 Ibid, 237. 
30 Ibid, 239. 
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change the thing [e.g. an isolated film in the cycle],"31 and, according to Frampton, give the 

audience a better grasp of the nature of the work.  

Since the Magellan cycle was never completed, this drastic changing of our 

understanding of the whole is no longer possible. I do believe though, that through the 

remaining films, his interviews, lectures and various essays, and other relevant scholarly work 

by other commentators, it is possible to at least get a glimpse of some ideas that can be said to 

run through the work as such, and give us a better idea of what the work is all about. 

 

1.2 Organization, structure and existing films 

Our understanding of Frampton’s conception of what the finished work would look like in the 

end comes principally from the earlier mentioned "Statement of Plans for Magellan". But in 

its early stages, if we are to believe Frampton, the project almost suggested itself: "It grew 

upon a certain group of films, and a great deal of footage conspired among itself to begin to 

suggest the cycle."32 By looking at the footage, certain hints about of how they can be 

combined, how they fit together, is detected. This way of working – to gather the footage first 

with no special plan – and then, afterwards, to construct a more coherent work with these 

pieces, is something Frampton explicitly states is something which comes naturally for him. 

As he says: "It very often happens that I film something without having a very clear idea of 

how I’m going to use it", and then I "[construct] the puzzle afterwards."33 This is a method he 

uses in Magellan as well, although here the moving parts are more complex, compared to his 

earlier films.34 He is still shaping a system, but on a much grander scale, and with parts that 

are always shifting. 

 Indications of how he thinks about his own work, and problems related to combining 

the various parts, can be gathered from the following example, in which he comments on the 

relation of two of the films in the cycle as they were screened together: Tiger Balm (1972) (ill. 

1) and Gloria! (1979) (ill. 2-3): 

 
The previous segment shown was Tiger Balm. The transition from there to Gloria! was pretty hard; it’s 

a pretty hard cut. The break in decorum that you see between Tiger Balm and Gloria! will look a little 

                                                      
31 Ibid, 240. 
32 Ibid, 233. 
33 Frampton quoted in Kline, "Hollis Frampton Documentary," 1981, (01:28-01:55). My transcription. 
34 His approach is also mentioned in his grant proposal statement, where the language in use is of a more cryptic 

nature: "My procedures have derived, in every case, from long contemplation of a body of camera footage, and a 

resultant extrapolation of the formal necessities and intellectual resonances implied therein." Frampton, 

"Statement of Plans for Magellan," 226.  
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smoother. Gloria! will be considerably less isolated. Between the group of films that Tiger Balm will be 

a part of (the rest of which is not done), there is a Lamentation, for which I have a certain amount of 

material, and then not one but three dedications or, better, terminal pieces: an Alleluia, a Gloria, and a 

Hosanna. Each of them first of all, has a dominant color. The three primaries that figured largely 

throughout the rest of the film – the red, green, and blue – are finally relinquished: the Alleluia is blue 

and Mallarmé figures largely in it; the Gloria is green; and Hosanna is red.35  

 

As one can see from the quote, there is an awareness of the relation between the various films, 

the significance of color, and the self-conscious reference to modernist classics. These aspects 

are not unique for these films, but something one can find several instances of in the overall 

work. An example of his interest in color can also be seen in Frampton’s early film Maxwell’s 

Demon (1968) (ill. 4-6), which apart from its reference to a paradox within thermodynamics, 

is also a nod to the inventor of this paradox, James Clerk Maxwell and his early color 

theories. In this metrically envisioned film, created in the vein of flicker films, footage of a 

training exercise is juxtaposed with frames of pure color, as well as images of colorized water. 

Although Lamentation, Alleluia and Hosanna, do not exist as finished films, information 

about them, and their overall function in the total work, are nonetheless interesting and 

insightful.  

 Insightful, although somewhat dense and rather cryptic, is also his plans for Magellan 

in the aforementioned grant proposal statement. In this text he makes more or less plain his 

basic idea for the work; the themes he wants to explore, and the methods he will be using. The 

work itself was to be based on the Portuguese Ferdinand Magellan and his voyage around the 

world in 1519-1522, as written down by his fellow traveler Antonio Pigafetta. 36 This 

historically significant endeavor becomes a metaphor for the compulsion within western 

culture to demystify the world and strive for clarity and knowledge. The end result of the 

Magellan cycle was to be presented in various installments in a serial manner.37  

In his statement he outlines nine principal goals he wants to achieve: These are firstly, 

as mentioned in the introduction of this text, an attempt to "make a coherent body of work that 

shall systematically map the terrain of film art".38 By remaking such a body of work, with 

poetic considerations in mind, he wants to make explicit the necessary steps that film art has 

undergone in a historical sense, and more importantly to "redefine the boundaries of filmic 

                                                      
35 Frampton, "Talking about Magellan: An interview," 232. 
36 Frampton, "Statement of Plans for Magellan," 226. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
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discourse".39 Secondly he wants to scrutinize time and its plasticity with regards to film.40 The 

third point he wants to make clear is his intent to inaugurate "rigorous procedures", in the vein 

of serial and post-serial music composition (i.e. Webern), in order to generate parameters 

which can be used in filmmaking.41 Fourthly he is concerned with how the spoken and the 

written word functions within film. In order to investigate this further he wants to investigate 

the link between language arts and visual illusions, for instance the connection between 

poetry and animation. Music is also something to be explored in relation to these elements. 

The purpose is to create something that is similar to how the mind operates – or as Frampton 

phrases it, something that is "fully and radically isotropic with the movement and substance of 

consciousness".42 These four points: the reconstruction of film art, the elasticity of time, strict  

procedures and lastly the exploration of connections between language and cinema is 

accompanied by a fifth point, namely "the use of autobiographical information" to make 

connections between oneself and major figures within film, in order to create "mythic 

reverberations".43 This last point, and the function of such a subjective approach, will be 

explored further in the last chapter in relation to the works of Stan Brakhage and Maya Deren. 

These five inquiries alone would be enough to create a rather complex work of art. But 

Frampton is interested in going further though, and attempts to integrate in his work "[t]he 

dialectical relationship between the graphic and plastic elements in a cinematic closed field 

that includes both." This integration is to be done with a special focus on intertitles and 

animation.44 This is his sixth point. His seventh concerns a/dis/synchronous sound, and 

particularly as it relates to language and music, and the preconditions for the merging of both 

into one.45 This latter aspect is something I will examine further in the next chapter. 

Point eight refers to what he calls "[r]hetorical options" regarding manipulation, 

through digital means and through analog video synthesizers.46 Last but not least he wants, as 

it is stated in his ninth point, to investigate "[t]he notion of a hypothetical, totally inclusive 

work of film art as a model for human consciousness."47 Or, in other words: "an art of cinema 

that might encode thought as compactly as the human genetic substance encodes our entire 

                                                      
39 Frampton, quoted in Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 126. 
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42 Ibid, 227. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
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physical body."48 In the last chapter I want to examine in more detail what such statements 

might mean in relation to the work as a whole, and its connections to Soviet film theory. 

These various themes were what Frampton wished to investigate through his various films 

combined and recombined within the Magellan project. 

This resynthesizing, as Frampton names it, of the tradition of film art, has made its 

mark on the project in various ways. "In Magellan, there is everything from overt homage and 

imitation and retesting (in the scientific manner of repeating the experiment) to literal 

workings-out and speculations-in practice upon suggestions that were made a very long time 

ago (…)."49 This reworking of the past, which Frampton has done in several of his films, not 

only the ones in the Magellan cycle, includes among other things, appropriation of found 

footage, but also explicit homage, and even attempts to remake the original work itself. An 

example of the first is to be found in the aforementioned Gloria!, and in Cadenza I (1977), 

two films which signal, according to Zryd "an ironic relation to art historical tradition (…) as 

naïve precursors to modernist classics."50 

An example of the second kind of homage can be found in the way Frampton tests 

various concepts produced by the pioneers of cinema, the way he for instance tests vertical 

montage, aconcept he was fascinated with, especially since very few had attempted to 

implement and execute it within film in a satisfactory way. As he recounts himself: 

 
[T]he most interesting single body of suggestions that I have found in film theory which has not been 

worked out is the rather vague and crystallized notion or suggestion or pre-vision of a vertical, as 

distinct from a horizontal, montage. Now there is in my efforts to test such a thing, to try to find out 

ways to make a vertical montage, the most direct debt and the most direct homage – probably not in the 

customary artistic sense but in the scientific sense – to Eisenstein and Vertov."51 

 

This concept, which I will explore in more detail later, is an example of homage to major 

figures within cinema. Homages such as this, along with appropriation of found footage are 

examples of reworking of film, which can be found within the Magellan cycle. Strict remakes, 

or attempts to do so, are not to my knowledge not something which exists within the 

Magellan cycle as such, but it is not something that Frampton shied away from. In 1963, 

Frampton made an effort to make such a film. It was called A Running Man, which was to be 

a remake of the famous "Odessa Steps" segment in Eisenstein’s Potemkin. It was later 
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destroyed.52 Attempts to rework and test various concepts, generated by both Eisenstein and 

Vertov, is something that Frampton explicitly admits, and something that will be explored 

more thoroughly in other sections of this dissertation.  
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2 Sound 

2.1 Sound and silence 

Although many of Frampton’s films include sound, most of them are to a great degree silent. 

The choice of letting the visual elements speak for themselves, without noticeable audio 

accompaniment, is something he shared with a lot of other American experimental 

filmmakers operating at the same time in the 1960’s. But even though elimination of sound 

encouraged the viewer to be more alert and less distracted, the application of sound in tandem 

with the moving images was something Frampton considered necessary to achieve the goals 

he had set for himself in his outline of the Magellan cycle. Despite the fact that this was his 

purpose, only a few films exist in which sound is present, which makes it hard to know for 

sure how he intended sound to function within the various films. To put it another way, 

Frampton intended sound to be a vital part of the overall project, but since most of the 

planned films were unfinished, and many never made, we cannot precisely know how and in 

what way sound would function within the whole structure as such. Nevertheless, the existing 

films in the cycle, earlier films, interviews, as well as outlines and notes about the project give 

us certain hints, concerning how sound was going to be integrated in the project. One of the 

key theoreticians in this regard was the Soviet film director Sergei Eisenstein and his ideas 

concerning vertical montage, in which the sound/image relation is explored.  

The idea of sound in cinema has always been important, even before it was 

technologically possible to merge it with moving images. Since the use of sound as something 

accompanying the moving images in a "natural" way didn’t exist as a possibility until the late 

1920s, filmmakers had to make use of other strategies to convey sound. The "suggestion of 

sound", as the film historian and composer Michel Chion comments in his book Film, A 

Sound Art, is such a strategy and something which was already present in the early days of 

silent cinema.53 In Eisenstein’s case, his way of solving this problem can be spotted in his 

film Strike (1925), where the shot of a factory whistle is shown several times repeatedly, as a 

way to convey the existence of continuous sound.54 By repeating the shot, a sense of unity is 

achieved as well.55 The shot, which suggests sound in this way, also becomes, as Chion 

phrases it, "charged with a formal and rhythmic meaning independent of what they actually 

represent, and they therefore depart from their immediate narrative reference (…) and 
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becomes an element of montage."56 Additional strategies for evoking sound in silent cinema 

include among other things, the use of images of vibrating objects, which gives the viewer a 

hint of sound. External sound sources were also applied, such as sound effects made by 

specialists, and sounds from the organ and the orchestra, giving the images an additional 

sensory dimension.57  

Silent cinema, or deaf cinema as Chion terms it, was virtually silent in some cases, 

with "the whirring of the machine" as the only accompanying sound in the cinema, according 

to some audience members of early cinema.58 Mostly the films where shown along with a live 

orchestra playing arrangements of traditional tunes or pieces of a more classical nature. On 

special occasions an original musical score complemented the film.59 Live commentary on the 

motion picture was also common as early as 1903, before it was replaced (in Western 

countries at least) by intertitles as another way to organize the narrative.60 

 By creating movement within the shots themselves, and/or applying external sound 

sources to the images, sound was definitely a significant element in the silent films. When 

technology made it possible to not only to hear music, but also sound effects and spoken 

words along with the images, it changed cinema forever. This new era of sound unlocked both 

skepticism as well as joy. A certain enthusiasm, and a willingness to experiment with the new 

possibilities, could be discerned within film theoretical articles written at the time. This is 

particularly true within the innovative Soviet film milieu, as the article "Statement on Sound" 

written by Eisenstein, Vsevolod Pudovkin and Grigori Alexendrov in 1928 makes clear.  

While these theoretically inclined Soviet directors were passionate about the new 

development, they were also slightly distrustful of the technological advances, and wanted to 

make sure experiments with sound and their combination with images were done "right". That 

is, they did not want, as the film historian Jaques Aumont has stated in another context, a film 

which strengthens "the illusion of continuity and homogeneity (…)".61 The relationship 

between the fragment (i.e. the shot) and its surroundings (i.e. the chain of other shots) if they 

were to communicate in a meaningful manner, according to Eisenstein, had to be of a 

contradictory and contrasting kind. The implementation of sound was in this sense another 

                                                      
56 Ibid. 
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element which could further the idea of dialectics in cinema in a more dynamic way. As they 

themselves declare: "an incorrect understanding of the potential of the new technical 

invention might not only hinder the deployment and improvement of cinema as an art form 

but might also threaten to destroy all its formal achievements to date."62 For them it was of 

utmost importance that sound as an autonomous variable functioned as "a sharp discord" – in 

a contrapuntal sense – and juxtaposed with the moving pictures.63 This approach would "open 

up new possibilities for the development and perfection of montage."64 This was their hope 

anyway. Sadly, for Eisenstein and his ilk, because of historical circumstances, in which 

political pressure of the Stalinist kind were applied to the arts, this new concept of the 

merging of sound and image in an asynchronous way never materialized the way they hoped 

it would. 

But the idea of the asynchronous merging of sound and image survived, however, and 

was adopted by Frampton among others in postwar American avant-garde film. In his outline 

for his plan for the Magellan cycle, he mentions this aspect as especially important, and 

something to be explored. As he says: "Since 1928, this problem has hung over cinema like a 

Damoclean sword."65 Frampton also comments on Eisenstein’s article "Statement on Sound", 

in a letter to the editor of Artforum, in 1975, where he is being compared to the film director 

Jean-Luc Godard by a reviewer because of his noticeable utilization of "the disjunction of 

audio and the visual".66 The latter uses such devices in films like Weekend (1967), and the 

reviewer claims Frampton just seizes upon a concept developed by Godard via Bertold 

Brecht. The reviewer did not acknowledge the concepts much earlier origin in Eisenstein. A 

bit offended, Frampton goes on to set the record straight by proclaiming his knowledge of 

Eisenstein: "I encountered Eisenstein’s writings on sound in about 1950; I first saw Alexander 

Nevsky in the same year, and the collision of text and film produced in me a malaise that was 

long in departing."67 Recognizing this disjunction, or non-synchronization as "a fundamental 

strategy of modernism", Frampton wishes to distance his deployment of non-synchronization 

from the Godardian tradition, in which narrative concerns combined with explicit Marxist 

politics, is explored and investigated.68 He does not claim that this concept is irrelevant to his 

films, but points out that the questions raised in Eisenstein’s article "Statement on sound" 
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certainly had an influence on him, but not in the Godardian sense. As he explains: ""Derive" 

is not an informative word…but I would gladly assent to a suggestion that whatever I myself 

have thought about sound can be charted against axes first laid out in 1928."69 And he follows 

with a statement which cements his position regarding the question of sound and its relation to 

moving images: "To this day, no filmmaker known to me (Eisenstein included) has given full 

and systematic attention to the question raised at the time (unless I am to be confounded by 

Kirsanov’s Rapt, which I have not seen)"70 Concerns about audio-visual relations is in other 

words of utmost relevance to Frampton, and many of his films, including the ones planned for 

the Magellan cycle, can be seen as an attempt to systematically explore the ideas first 

presented by Eisenstein. Especially, as the scholar Isabel Sobral Campos explains, because 

sound employed in this fashion "has the potential to evoke other images (…) through the 

connotations of the soundtrack [alone]." In that sense, montage makes it possible to "[refer] 

the viewer to other films, the film behind the film, in an endless spiral of deferral".71 This 

latter fact is of concern not only for the sound/image relation, but also to Frampton’s 

structuring of other (silent) films in the cycle.  

Frampton’s exploration of this disjunction between sound and the moving image can 

be seen in many of his films. Beginning with his early films, through the Hapax Legomena 

cycle, and in his last work, the Magellan cycle, one can gradually see a more systematic 

approach to this investigation. According to his earlier mentioned "Statement of Plans for 

Magellan" he was not attempting "to "solve" [the] (…) problem of sound but rather, simply, 

to probe its extent, seeking in particular, the dissolution of those perimeters where sound 

merges, one the one hand, into "language" and, on the other, into "music"."72 To accomplish 

this more thoroughly than Eisenstein and other Soviet filmmakers exploration of the non-

synchronization of audio and images in motion, Frampton attempted to "imitate, resynthesize, 

and fictionalize" both spoken language and sounds from the animal kingdom in various 

ways.73 Other approaches include examinations of "lip sync", silence, "true synchronous 

sound", "dissynchronous and asynchronous sound", disjunct sound, as well as "perfectly 
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disjunct sound".74 Examples of such attempts to merge sound and image in such ways can be 

seen in the Mindfall films, which I will expand on later in the text. 

So, not only was Frampton intrigued by Eisenstein’s suggestions concerning vertical 

montage, in which sounds are no longer synched to the images in a traditional sense, but he 

wanted to go further, and more systematically elaborate on this idea which originated, not 

with Godard, but within Eisenstein’s montage theories. If we are to believe his written 

statements, this very idea was imagined to be integrated quite thoroughly by Frampton in the 

work as a whole. As the visual culture scholar Melissa Ragona puts it: "From his earliest 

micro-experiments in Surface Tension to his grand project Magellan, Frampton’s studies in 

sound montage were permeated with a sense that sound – if done right – could transform the 

cinematic project even more profoundly than phenomenological silence."75 Nevertheless, his 

explorations, examinations and investigations remain, as the film historian Brian Henderson 

has remarked, "mainly uncompleted".76 

All is not lost however, and Henderson points out that some of the finished films can 

provide us with valuable hints and indication on the way the relation between sounds and 

images where to be combined, interwoven and mixed in the work as a whole. Or as he puts it, 

there is "enough for careful analysis, correlation and perhaps extrapolation."77  

 

2.2 Early films 

Frampton’s preoccupation with non-synchronicity, as a way to create tension between sound 

and image, can be found in his early films, and theoretical writings. In his youth, when 

Frampton was working through ideas within the history of film, he developed a fondness for 

the pioneering Soviet directors. Trying to free himself of poetry and still photography, and 

implicitly the teachings of Ezra Pound and Edward Weston, his former idols, he wanted 

someone within film history who had radical ideas that could be applied in new ways within 

the domain of art. Eisenstein was one of these people.  

Despite the fact that Eisenstein’s ideas had profound effects on Frampton’s way of 

thinking about film and what it could be, there were still some aspects that didn’t fit so well 

with his own vision. In a letter to the artist Reno Odlin in July 1959 he asserts his 

dissatisfaction with certain features of Eisenstein.  
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The doctrinaire jejuneness of Eisenstein, the unbearable dullness of his long, oh LONG article on 

Nevsky, the mass-audience orientation of the cutting in Ivan, the Wagnerian overtones of his 

preoccupation with synaesthesis … right on to the discovery that he directed a cumpleat production of 

Der Ring in MOCKBA in 1941 … all leave him totally unsatisfactory as a model."78 

 

Even though he disliked several facets of Eisenstein, there were certain ideas that attracted 

him. Especially, to repeat, those that pertained to sound and how sound could be used to 

expand the vocabulary of film. 

Before Frampton started work on the Magellan cycle, he had already made several 

films which uses sound in several ways to destabilize interpretations of the moving image as 

such. The voice, and various permutations of it, is one such component that is often explored 

in his films. His investigation of various usages of the voice and spoken words cannot be 

defined as usage in the traditional sense of natural sound produced in synch with people 

talking, in order to give an impression of realism. This was something Frampton (and 

Eisenstein) both disliked and considered a dead end for film as art.79 Instead sound was to be 

used as a counterpoint to the images; a way to make the audience aware of its presence and 

something that could generate new layers of significance and meaning for the film.  

A few of his early sound films attempt to use sound in this way. Carrots and Peas 

(1969) (ill. 7-8), which Frampton intended as an ironic variant of the slide lecture in art 

history, features backward talking, as a way to represent a droning speech. 80 In the film we 

are shown images of green peas and sliced carrots, combined in various ways including stop-

motion techniques, dissolves, freeze frames and colorized images. After a minute the film 

slows down and an isolated frame of carved carrots and peas is shown for the remaining four 

minutes of the film. The only constant is the backward voice. The effect on the viewer, as 

time goes by, may be a noticeable lack of interest in the film, a creeping indifference, and at 

the same time curiosity about what the voice actually says, as one struggle to maintain interest 

in a film where nothing really happens. 

  In (nostalgia) (1971) (ill. 9-11) – one part of the cycle of films called Hapax 

Legomena – the soundtrack is out-of-sync with the images, as a way to delay the meaning and 

importance of the spoken words. The soundtrack prominently features the voice of the artist 

Michael Snow reading Frampton’s seemingly autobiographic comments and reflections on 

several photographs as they are burned on an oven and slowly extinguished in flames. Snow’s 
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voice becomes one of the key components of the film with regards to structuring the narrative, 

as it postpones and delays our understanding of the images. We become aware of this when 

the content of the soundtrack does not fit or coincide with the images. An obvious example is 

when Snow recites a description of a portrait of the artist Frank Stella blowing smoke rings, 

while we are shown an image of a slightly tilted square stamped with the number 1000 twice. 

Slowly the spectator becomes of aware of the fact that the voice is always a step ahead of the 

images and is preoccupied with commenting on a picture we have yet to see. As the scholar 

Rachel Moore has noted, it is a film which "digs deeply into the affinity of time with 

consciousness."81 The postponing of our understanding of the images by means of the 

asynchronous voice is one strategy Frampton uses to achieve such a goal in this film. 

Another aspect Moore points out regarding this film has to do with fire. More 

specifically how fire functions within the film in relation to Eisenstein and his idea of "playful 

metonymic visions."82 For Eisenstein the presence of fire is "capable in certain cases of 

provoking ‘unconscious’ and ‘impulsive’ conditions – that is, of bringing ’sensuous thought’ 

to the foreground, and forcing ‘consciousness’ into the background."83 Applying this idea on 

(nostalgia), one may register an instance of rhythmic play within the film, spanning from 

relaxation and absorption on the one hand towards engagement of a more intellectual kind on 

the other. The implementation fire and the burning of the photograph is what make this drift 

from relaxed fascination to critical thought possible. Another instance of this push/pull of 

sensuous thought and consciousness can be seen in his film Not the First Time (1976), which 

I will elaborate more on in the last chapter. Such manipulation of modes of consciousness 

within the viewer is something reoccurring in Frampton’s films.  

In the nine-minute-long Surface Tension (1968) (ill. 12-14) an anonymous voice tells a 

story in German, about a film he – the anonymous man – is planning to make, over stop-

motion images of a walk through a city. This is contrasted with the first segment of the film, 

which is silent apart from the sound of a phone ringing. In this part, pixilated shots of a man 

and his clock are shown. The nameless man describes something to us in a passionate way. 

The last of the three segments of the film show fragments of animated words mentioned on 

the soundtrack. This is juxtaposed with an image of a goldfish swimming, so to speak, on the 

beach. Critical Mass (1971) (ill.15) is another attempt to further examine the relations 

between sound and image by the use of repetitive phrases and abrupt edits of a quarrel 
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between a man and a woman. The soundtrack of this latter film is also, as Sitney has pointed 

out, reminiscent of the piece It’s Gonna Rain (1965), by the composer Steve Reich.84 But 

perhaps it is more resonant with fellow minimalist composer Terry Riley and his early piece 

You’re Nogood (1967), where looped samples of a track by Harvey Averne, are crudely 

confronted with each other in synchronous and asynchronous ways. While there is no music 

to speak of in Critical Mass, the repetition of words stutter and external sounds create their 

own staccato rhythm. After a while, the various fragments and snippets gradually reveal more 

of what the quarrel is all about. The black and white images of the participants and their 

repetitious gestures further strengthen this disjointed rhythm. 

The voice, as a montage element, is also featured in Ordinary Matter (1972) (ill.16) – 

also part of the seven part Hapax Legomena cycle – and involves a man reciting words in 

Mandarin words in such a way it that evokes something slightly mysterious, especially in the 

way the voice is enveloped in modes of delay and echo.85 The soundtrack, which was meant 

to be played separately alongside the film, is accompanied visually by pixilated images of a 

trip through several locations: first the Brooklyn Bridge, then Salisbury Cathedral, before the 

tour takes us to Stonehenge in which the sound disappears midway and images ends in a corn 

field in which the sound is no longer present. The soundtrack of recited words provides a 

gentle and soft contrast to the often crude and jerky imagery. The film is structurally similar 

to the second segment of Surface Tension, where the aforementioned stop-motion images 

through a city are combined with a voice-over in German. In Ordinary Matter, the reciting of 

various words in Mandarin is altered and made more pregnant with significance as a 

consequence of being filtered through electronic effects. These films exemplify Frampton’s 

early attempts to investigate disjunction between audio and moving images, as it was 

conceptualized by Eisenstein in 1928. In his later films, the exploration of sound and its 

relation to the visual counterpart was intended to be more systematic in nature. 

 

2.3 Magellan, homage and vertical montage 

In the Magellan cycle there are only a few instances were sound is present. The merging of 

sound and image in the cycle was something Frampton proposed to undertake and realize, 

particularly in the 360 one-minute films, which was supposed to have sound, yet was 
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something, that never materialized.86 Apart from the films Gloria!, Cadenza I & Cadenza XIV 

(1977-80) and Mindfall I & Mindfall VII, there are no other finished films in which the 

attempt to combine sound and image in an asynchronous way is realized. The completed films 

represent some of his ideas with regards to understanding the overall project. I will also touch 

upon the importance of homage as an artistic strategy within these films. 

Gloria! was intended as the film to end the Magellan cycle. The film begins with a 

short segment appropriated from a found film, tinted blue, in which a man is waking up from 

a coffin and frightening three grieving individuals sitting and standing around him. (ill. 17) 

Following this we are shown sixteen propositions, carefully presented, about Frampton’s 

maternal Grandmother printed on a computer screen in white on green background. (ill. 3) 

This green background functions as a backdrop to the only use of sound in the film, a three-

minute piece of instrumental Irish folk music. This is followed by another fragment – two 

shots – from a found footage film, also tinted blue and ending in a similar way to the first 

snippet with a man waking up from the dead, after being knocked out and presumed declared 

dead by a priest after a fight at a dance. (ill. 2) 

Both these found footage segments are a reenactment of the Irish ballad that Joyce 

based his book Finnegans Wake (1939) on, and function as references to several aspects 

relevant to Frampton himself and the Magellan project as a whole. As Michael Zryd has 

written: "The screen is green, connoting the Irish roots shared by himself, his grandmother, 

Finnegan, and Joyce."87 Thus, these segments are a homage both to Joyce and his beloved 

grandmother. The use of Joyce, and particularly Finnegans Wake, is significant in other 

aspects as well, as Frampton states in the introduction to his plans for the Magellan project: 

"The protagonist of my work must be a first-person consciousness that bears resemblances to 

myself (if only as the amalgam H.C. Earwicker/Anna Livia Plurabelle resembles James 

Joyce) (…)."88  

References and homages aside, the structure of the film itself is also interesting in the 

way the various pieces are mounted together to amplify the rather delicate mood this film 

conveys. By letting the music breathe, so to speak, without distracting visual stimulation to 

accompany it other than a green background, we are invited to contemplate the numerous 

propositions we have witnessed, and as they are presented to us via a computer screen, and to 
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relate them to the music as well as the introductory early footage of a resurrected Tim 

Finnegan.  

Both Gloria! and Cadenza I are composed of segments of found footage. Such 

footage, which Frampton had obtained from the Library of Congress, was something he 

planned to use in various ways in the Magellan cycle.89 He had gathered a total of 125 public 

domain films, but after some elimination he chose only 100. 90 Through the act of 

appropriation, this found footage becomes material for new works. By splicing, recombining 

and reworking them in a fashion similar to Gloria! and Cadenza I, he wanted to explore the 

rendering of consciousness. Put another way, the purpose of the footage was metahistorical 

and metaphenomenological; it was a way to show and study various instances "of the ways 

humans perceive and know."91 How we think can in a sense be related to and be revealed by 

"the history and system of filmic forms".92 As mentioned earlier, concerns such as these are 

also demonstrated in Cadenza I.  

Cadenza I is the first film in the Magellan cycle, and in the first sequence of this short 

film, we are confronted with the image of the letter "A" on a white brick. This is followed by 

a black frame on which abstract flashes of various shapes of red, green and white appear. At 

the same time we hear sounds of an orchestra fine-tuning their instruments before they are 

about to play. Another sequence, separated from the other segment by a black frame, starts off 

with sounds of thunder, accompanied by images of lightning from far away. These sporadic 

lightning strikes in the night reveal various hillsides in the distance (ill. 18). Besides the sound 

of thunder we hear the muffled sound of rain. Another series of images follows, in which a 

woman in full wedding attire is standing alone on a bridge, centered in the frame, surrounded 

by green trees (ill. 19). The scene is shot with a handheld camera in a rather careless manner. 

As the surroundings get brighter, the out-of-place sound of applause is heard. This short 

segment – about ten second – is followed by a short one-second sequence in which an 

animated red dot on white background fills the frame, accompanied by a sound similar to a 

soft mechanical purr (ill. 20). Another short scene follows, in which we are shown grainy 

footage from an early black and white film where an elegantly dressed woman walks out of a 

building and meets a man (ill. 21). The scene barely lasts a second. Punctuating this sequence 

is the same earlier animated dot, now appearing as white on red background, behaving 
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similarly to the other above-mentioned animated scene. These scenes are the building blocks 

of the entire film, and they follow each other consecutively in a looping fashion. The 

subsequent scenes are structured in the same manner, with the same basic ingredients, 

consisting of the wedding, the applause, animation, found footage, and lastly animation again.  

Within the radically different contrasting shots there are certain internal variations, 

which make the film more structurally dynamic. For instance, every shot of the woman on the 

bridge is different – i.e. she is alone, she is with her assistant holding her gown, she is with 

her soon to be husband, she is on the bridge with five other men as they walks out of frame 

one by one, and so on. Similarly, each shot of the found footage film presented in very short 

fragments and sandwiched between the wedding ceremony and the animated dot, shows us 

tiny progressions of the narrative. In these few frames we are shown a scene in which a man 

pulls a string off a woman’s dress – without her knowing – so that the dress falls off, to the 

delight of the man who first greeted her. The animation, consisting of the red and white dot 

functions as a segueway between images, and there is no interior variation other than the 

alternation between red and white. The same could be said for the looped applause, which 

never differs in the way it sounds, but only alters in the way it is used. The applause is 

synched with the image of the bride on the bridge throughout the film, except at two instances 

near the end of the film, where the timing is slightly off. As the image show an empty bridge, 

we anticipate applause, but are met with silence, before the applause finally occurs. In the last 

sequence, we are yet again presented with the image of the bride unaccompanied by the 

applause. She is presented in total silence, alone on the bridge, as the image fades to black. 

Only then does the applause occur. The film ends with a short animated sequence. 

The film itself, barely six minutes long is, apart from its opening, composed of several 

scenes glued together in a metric fashion. That is, the shots are edited according to specific 

rules in which each scene is allotted a given time in a mechanical fashion. The sounds we hear 

seems automated and machine driven, i.e. like the sound of the canned applause and the soft 

hum of sprocket holes in the animation sequences. By repeating each element of sound and 

image in several loops, and by tweaking some of the elements to create irregularities within 

the flow of the assembled shots, the overall effect is one of tension as well as coherence.  

The play with anticipation and timing, as well as the alternating and contrasting use of 

footage of from different time periods, amplifies this effect. But the transition between the 

"shots", the jump from one fragment to another, is significant as well, especially the rather 

lively cartoonish transition, which occupies a significant part of the film. This part of the film 

has, according to the film historian Bruce Jenkins, more in common with animation than 
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montage in a classical sense. Here, Jenkins asserts that, Frampton is "developing a new form 

of shot transition," one which is continuous in nature.93 The limited inventory of transitions, 

as used in Soviet film and other traditions, such as the fade and superimposition (to only name 

a few), has in other words been supplemented and developed further by Frampton, by the 

distinct utilization of graphic animation as a transition device. This odd and slightly humorous 

transition is also an example of Frampton’s implementation of comedic effects, something he 

dwells on in other ways as well, and particularly in his attempt to remix found footage, and in 

his disjunctive utilization of sound. 

In Mindfall I, a more pronounced use of sound is attempted than in Gloria! and 

Cadenza I. In this film the use of comedic sounds, which Ragona describes as "unpredictable 

segments of cartoon sounds, often blasphemously juxtaposed against churches or temples," 

function as vibrant contrasts to the images.94 Following a structure akin to Zorns Lemma 

(1970), in which letters were gradually exchanged for images of objects, we are here 

presented with exchanges of another kind, where images and sounds switch places and are 

"repeated in syncopated hurried rhythms".95  

To understand further how sound as such was to be integrated, applied and combined 

in the Magellan cycle, Ragona suggests that certain hints can also be found in the silent film 

Palindrome (1969).96 In this abstract film, structured as a palindrome and something 

Frampton mentions as "flatfootedly Webernian" in a procedural sense, several superimposed 

images are layered and assembled in a strict rhythmical way (ill. 22-23).97 According to film 

historian Scott MacDonald, who is quoting Frampton’s own words from a Coop catalogue, 

the 21 minute long film consists of "12 variations of 40 congruent phrases".98 The structuring 

of the images – the way they are reconfigured, recontextualized and inversed – is similar to 

the way he works with sound in Mindfall I, where the sounds of rolling bowling balls and 

locomotives are repeated in reverse ways. As Ragona states: "It is this kind of palindromic 

sound montage that Frampton is exploring in terms of how it can create vertical as well as 

horizontal relationships with cinematic images and other audio constructions."99 

Both Mindfall films implement sound in a way closely resembling his earlier quoted 

statements regarding how sound was to be deployed in the Magellan cycle. As Jenkins states 
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in the article, "The red and the green", both films employ "a full range of contrapuntal, non-

synchronous sound/image configurations" in which noisy sounds of urban society are 

juxtaposed with images of a more idyllic, innocent and untouched nature, as well as various 

types of Spanish architecture as found in Puerto Rico, where the footage was shot.100 

Frampton does not attempt, neither in these films, nor in Gloria! and Cadenza I, a direct 

transfer of vertical montage as Eisenstein envisioned it, but uses the concept as a stepping 

stone for further research and investigation into artistically interesting connections between 

sound and image. His effort goes beyond Eisenstein, by expanding on the concept in a more 

systematic way.  

As demonstrated by the films Gloria!, Cadenza I, and Mindfall, in the Magellan cycle, 

Frampton uses concepts "derived" from Eisenstein’s ideas presented in the 1928 article, in an 

attempt to probe deeper into the nature of what such disjunctive utilization of sound and 

moving images can be, and how such disjunctions can offer us ways to produce new layers of 

meaning. The concept is no longer tied strictly to Marxist dialectics and Pavlovian 

conditioning principles as Eisenstein envisioned it, but rather developed further by Frampton 

through his meticulously imagined Magellan project and its various films in an effort to 

explore epistemological concerns, such as perception and consciousness.  
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3 Image 

3.1 Image and appropriation 

The role of appropriation in the films of Hollis Frampton is quite profound and hard to 

neglect, since it is deeply rooted in his style as a filmmaker. Frampton’s use of other artists’ 

material, in order to invest it with new meaning, is not only based on fellow artists like 

Michael Snow or art historical figures such as Marcel Duchamp, but also includes literary 

sources such as James Joyce and Ezra Pound, as well as early photographers like Eadweard 

Muybridge. In the Magellan cycle, and in his early films, including the Hapax Legomena 

cycle, these individuals have a more or less deeply felt presence in the form of visual quotes 

or oblique references. But even more pronounced perhaps is the manifestation of the work and 

ideas of the Soviet filmmakers working in the early 1920s. A lot of the images pertaining to 

the Magellan cycle that I will concentrate on have their roots in the works of these directors.  

Since the Magellan cycle as a whole was intended to consist of a seemingly endless 

amount of images spanning all parts of the globe, it is hard to lock unto specific images as 

representative of the work as a whole. Such a task may be misleading, and perhaps give a 

false image of an unfinished project. Nevertheless, the films that were completed do have 

images in common; especially images which seem to mutate, to constantly be in flux, and 

become part of other images and other films after having drifted apart from their original 

manifestation.  

Frampton fondness for using foreign influences to amplify his own ideas manifests 

itself in various ways; and one strategy he uses is parody. An example of such an attempt to 

appropriate via parody – in this case by means of the theoretical ideas of  Eisenstein, which 

also makes use of works by a fellow artist Michael Snow – can be found in one of his early 

films, entitled Snowblind (1968). In this film, he attempts "to reconstruct an object [a 

sculpture by Snow titled Blind] which subsists in deep space and is ambiguous (…)."101 This 

sculpture – an open cube, consisting of four large steel fences, placed side by side – is being 

scrutinized by the camera via light, shadow and movement (ill. 24). This attempt to explore 

perception via filmic means was undertaken by Frampton as a way to expand upon Snow’s 

original concept by way of three different editing strategies, which all pay homage to classical 

montage principles.  

According to Frampton’s understanding of classical editing strategies, where the 

problem at hand is to "reconstruct a deep-space object", a first strategy is to show the object, 
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and walk around it with a camera.102 A second strategy is to show the object as one is passing 

through it.103 The last strategy is "to retrieve the object by retrieving an interaction of 

something else with it."104 The last segment of the film, which deals with the interaction 

between the sculpture and an additional object (in this case a person), features an example of 

this third strategy, namely a shot of the earlier mentioned man in various stages of walking 

alongside the sculpture.  

This "cubistified" walk, as Frampton labels it in in an interview with the film historian 

Scott MacDonald, is in his own words "an obvious parody of the typical Eisensteinian gesture 

of intercutting the same action three or four times from three or four different points of 

view."105 Whether it is perceived by the spectator as a parody or not, the splicing of shots, 

showing different angles of the same object, is a strategy he applies in other works, and 

something not only derived from Eisenstein, but also from the filmic strategies occasionally 

employed by Vertov. One example which can illustrate this latter point is a sequence from the 

film Kino Eye. In a segment of this film, about one hour into the film, we are shown a bird’s 

eye view of the city followed by an intertitle explaining what we see: "On Tverskoy street". 

Then another intertitle follows: "The same place seen from a different angle", spliced with an 

image of a rather unusual sideways angle of the same street we witnessed before making the 

image of the street both unfamiliar and enticing (ill. 25-26). 

 This interest in showing the same object from different angles is a technique that 

Frampton employs in several of his films as well. Similar to the cubists who wanted to 

synthesize various viewpoints in a fractured yet coherent whole, Frampton uses cinematic 

means to convey a similar approach. While Vertov conveys a montage of different angles of 

the same object, Frampton’s presentations is similar, yet more elaborated, in a structural 

sense. Since his artistic motives are of another kind than Vertov and Eiseinstein, being less 

political and more conceptual oriented, the product is more about a tongue in cheek analytical 

statement, in its calculated presentation, than something analogous to a narrative or 

documentary film. For Frampton, the task at hand was, as mentioned earlier, to reconstruct an 

ambiguous object in deep space. By doing so he wants to test classical theories systematically, 

and put a personal spin on it, and likewise, in the process, convey various modes of perception 

and montage. But, before I dwell further on the Soviet filmmakers, especially Eisenstein and 
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Vertov, and their resonance in Frampton’s work, first I would like to show how Frampton’s 

appropriation strategies also draws on other figures, primarily Marcel Duchamp and how he 

navigates such influences and transforms them to produce new art works.  

Frampton’s rather direct and humorous reference to Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped 

Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (1915-1923) (ill.27) in the found footage shot in Cadenza I is 

one example of his effort to invest found film with new meaning, especially in a way which 

also harmonizes with his overall metahistorical concept. Such footage has the potential to 

trigger meaning on several levels, and it is particularly noticeable when seen in combination 

with other films in the Magellan cycle. The overtones created between the title of Duchamp’s 

major work, and the showing of a man who literally tries to undress a woman in Cadenza I, 

by pulling a loose thread, as well as original footage shot by Frampton of a bride on a bridge, 

from the same film, is up to the spectator to interpret. As I will argue later in the last chapter, 

the relationship between such imagery and Duchamp’s art work can be interpreted an instance 

of the “inner speech” of the mentality of western culture. 

Such a homage to Duchamp was not unprecedented. During a presentation and 

screening of some of his films at Harpur College, SUNY Binghamton, on March 11th, 1972, 

he mentioned that the soundtrack of his film Ordinary Matter, would involve various efforts 

to describe Duchamp’s work Étant donnés: La chute d’eau, Le gaz d’éclairage (1946-66) (ill. 

28).106 The finished film did not turn out as planned, and in the end consisted of the recitations 

of words in Mandarin. But in his original plan for the film he planned to present the 

soundtrack "as consisting of 12 sentences [and thus] 12 attempts to describe" this work by 

Duchamp.107 What this juxtaposition of pixilated footage of trips to various locations in the 

world – locations that had special significance for Frampton in his personal life – and twelve 

descriptions of Duchamp’s hidden tableau of a nude woman would have been like, is 

unknown. But the fact that the work was significant for Frampton, and something he wanted 

to integrate in his own work, can also be seen in his early film Remote Control (1972) – part 

six of the Hapax Legomena series. This film was originally going to be titled Given:… , a 

reference, yet again, according to film historian P. Adams Sitney, to Duchamp’s last work 

Étant Donnés.108  
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Sitney also mentions other significant references to Duchamp throughout Frampton’s 

oeuvre. An instance of this is Frampton’s seemingly innocent choice of props in the early film 

Poetic Justice (ill. 29); a film Sitney calls "the most Duchampian of the [Hapax Legomena] 

series."109 At the end of this "interactive" film, which demands effort, focus and attention 

from the spectator, Frampton, references Duchamp’s 1944 work Pocket Chess with Rubber 

Glove (ill. 30), by showing a rubber glove resting on top of a stack of papers which were to be 

read by the spectator during the entirety of the film."110 The placement of the glove suggests, 

according to Sitney, "the absence of the authorial hand."111 The reference in this case 

functions, as an attempt by Frampton to give the interpretive keys to the spectator. The desire 

to involve the spectator as an active participant in the creation of the work is something he 

continues in the Magellan cycle, where it is up to the viewer to make the connections between 

the moving parts. 

If we are to believe Melissa Ragona, there are links to Duchamp in Frampton’s other 

films as well. In her article "Hidden Noise: Strategies of Sound Montage in the films of Hollis 

Frampton", she maintains that Magellan and Mindfall particularly had "an intimate 

relationship to Duchamp’s layered projects, especially The Bride Stripped Bare by Her 

Bachelors, Even (…) and its written component, The Green Box (…)."112 She suggests that  

the similarities between the two, and indeed, between the Magellan project and Duchamp’s 

The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, is to be found in the both artists fondness 

for systems in which the horizontal and vertical axes which underpins it, is slowly 

undermined in the sense that they constantly change positions.113 In Frampton’s case this is 

most especially apparent in his usage of sound in the film Mindfall.114  

Homage as an artistic strategy – to show respect, but with a difference – is something 

that can be said to exist in many of the films in the Magellan cycle, not only Duchamp and 

Snow, but to others as well, and it manifests itself in numerous ways. Sometimes this is 

evident directly just by title alone, as for instance in For Georgia O’Keeffe [Pares Magelani] 

(1976) about her skyscraper painting Radiator Building, Night, New York (1927). At other 

times the references are found indirectly in the films themselves, for instance the nod to Joyce 

in Gloria!. While I will concentrate first and foremost on Frampton’s homage to the Soviet 
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directors and the imagery they have chosen to convey in their films, it is nearly impossible to 

neglect other influences as a presence in his early work and his films in the Magellan cycle. 

 

3.2 Solariumagelani 

Besides the intended 720 short one-minute films that were scheduled to occupy a large part of 

the Magellan cycle, there is one longer segment named Solariumagelani. This section was 

meant to mark and celebrate the changing of the seasons, and it consists of the films Summer 

Solstice (1974), Winter Solstice (1974) and Autumn Equinox (1974), and can be said, along 

with the film Matrix (First Dream) (1979), to touch upon Frampton’s interest in the change of 

seasons, the fluidity of forms, and the revolutionary elements of early Soviet-cinematic 

montage.115 The series was originally intended to have four films – the fourth being Vernal 

Equinox. According to Frampton, the reason for the removal of Vernal Equinox from the 

series was because of his dissatisfaction with its place within the Solariumagelani series as a 

whole, but also because of its size. As he says:  

 
I liked the film very much, but I was not satisfied at all with its position there. It is clearly and 

drastically out of decorum with the other three. It’s twice their size, just to begin with, and it’s a 

completely different sort of montage. It’s a completely different part of some imaginable universe. So I 

decided to move it elsewhere. There is a new Vernal Equinox, which is shot but not edited, that I am 

planning to hold back for quite some time. Except that I will say that, quite appropriate to the season, I 

think it will be judged to be quite pornographic.116 

 

The old Vernal Equinox, 62 minutes long, was later renamed Ingenium Nobis Ipsa Puella 

Fecit (1975), and its content appropriates Duchampian elements, as well as imagery found in 

Muybridge, and others.117 The new, unfinished, "pornographic" Vernal Equinox, were never 

released. Of these films, the first three – Summer Solstice, Autumn Equinox and Winter 

Solstice – are the ones which are closest to the imagery, ideas and montage strategies found in 

early Soviet cinema.  

Frampton’s preoccupation with appropriating visual quotes from Soviet cinema, such 

as those found within the films in Solariumagelani, is, to repeat, based to a great degree on 

imagery found within the radical films from the early 20th century. To exemplify Frampton’s 

debt and choice of images, I will focus on several scenes and segments from Dziga Vertov’s 

films from the early 1920s and 30s: Kino Eye, Man with a Movie Camera (1929) and 
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Enthusiasm (1931), as well as Eisenstein’s Strike (1925) and The General Line (1929). In the 

films in the Solariumagelani series, as well as Matrix (First Dream), and a few of his one-

minute films, he attempts to not only “use” the images found within scenes of these Soviet 

films – to expand, mutate and develop them further – but also to further build upon the 

underlying theories of these Soviet filmmakers, in order to attain a stylistically unique model 

on which to structure the various films.  

So, what are the montage theories that Frampton builds upon? To understand this, it is 

worthwhile to go back to the early pioneers of cinema, such the Americans Edward S. Porter 

and David W. Griffiths, whom were influential not only to conventional narrative filmmaking, 

but also to the pioneers of early Soviet cinema. Porter’s idea of organizing shots into units, as 

modules which could be spliced together in a calculated way as to make the end result more 

dynamically thrilling, is something that has been naturalized, conventionalized and expanded 

upon by later filmmakers.118 But in the early 1900s, the juxtaposition of exterior and interior 

location shots, close ups and shots taken from far way, were fresh and innovative early 

examples of the ways in which one could create imaginary links between various shots, as if 

they were part of a coherent universe, in order to make dynamic sense of time, location and 

the narrative for the spectator. As the film historian Ken Dancyger, sums it up in his book The 

Technique of Film and Video Editing, "Porter’s contribution to editing was the arrangement of 

shots to present a narrative continuity."119  

The first steps in how to solve the problem of narrative continuity was expanded upon 

by Griffith, who according to Dancyger, introduced a wider palette of editing choices: "His 

contributions cover the full range of dramatic construction: the variation of shots for impact, 

including the extreme long shot, the close-up, the cutaway, and the tracking shot; parallel 

editing; and variations in pace."120 Griffith’s insights into how shots of moving images could 

be handled had a profound effect – positively as well as negatively – on Soviet filmmakers, 

such as Eisenstein, Vertov and Pudovkin.121 Since, as Dancyger explains, it was now possible 

to manipulate the structure of the scene from manipulation of the shots alone, "Griffith 

demonstrated that a scene could be fragmented into long shots, medium shots, and close shots 

to allow the audience to move gradually into the emotional heart of the scene."122 Griffith’s 

contributions to narrative cinema are still being used today to develop the emotional depth of 
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and scenes on the screen. For the Soviet filmmakers, he was also important, but someone 

whose ideas were to be learned from, and to be developed further, as well as someone to react 

against, as was the case with Dziga Vertov. 

For the Soviet director Vertov, fictional cinema, which situated film within a literary 

and theatrical sense, was something he vehemently opposed. Vertov’s ideas, concerning the 

art of splicing were quite unique compared to his fellow radically inclined Marxist-Lenininst 

colleagues. For him, "editing was essentially a process, and as such, a way of structuring the 

raw materials of film-thought – the collected ‘shots’ – and thereby structuring experience."123 

His restless examination and thoughts about daily life through non-fictional documentation, is 

revealed through the editing itself.  

Vertov’s urge to create a new film language, not tied to literature and theatre as 

Griffith’s approach was, demanded a new approach to content and structure. By focusing on 

documentation of reality, rather than fictional stories, and using footage of multiple 

perspective of the same object integrated in a polyphonic, collage like structure, he changed 

the rules on how film could be made.124 His approach is also greatly concerned with 

accelerated rhythms and repetitions, as well as an anti-illusionistic urge to reveal how the film 

is constructed. 125  

While Eisenstein – who had a theater background – took an interest in Griffith’s ideas, 

his contribution to montage theory was of another sort that was more academic and thorough. 

His ideas on montage, often summed up in textbooks on film as metric, rhythmic, tonal, 

overtonal and intellectual montage, has been of great interest for filmmakers, scholars and 

spectators ever since.  His approach to montage, as the filmmaker Malcolm Le Grice has 

stated, was to "create an expressive narrative" through the use of cinema.126 The montage 

techniques he developed, was not something to ponder for their own sake, but to be used in 

order to fulfill this idea of an expressive narrative structure.127  

Eisenstein’s urge and desire to create a new film language is best exemplified in his 

ideas concerning montage. Griffith’s insights, for instance the usage of parallel editing, which 

helps to structure the story in a dynamic and believable fashion by showing how dramatic 

events can exist in different timelines and locations, was very influential within the Soviet 

film milieu. But Eisenstein wanted to take editing a few steps further by insisting on other 
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uses of montage. More specifically he insisted on the third meaning two isolated shots can 

create while juxtaposed, as well as the various rhythms and associations such refined editing 

can make possible.128 Instead of just using montage as a way to structure a story, one could 

use it in a specialized and calculated manner in order to construct new meanings and ideas in 

the spectator. Another relevant aspect of Eisenstein’s use of montage is his mobilization of 

types rather than fleshed out characters with individual traits.129 His preference for untrained 

actors, as well as the masses as protagonists in his films is also new.130 While Frampton does 

not share the narrative urges of these early Soviet filmmakers, or their drive towards 

aggressive Marxist-Leninist agitation, he does have a strong interest in montage theory, as 

well as in experimental film.  

The film historian P. Adams Sitney, in his book Eyes Upside Down, characterizes the 

films in the Solariumagelani series as clearly inspired by Eisenstein, as well as by the 

experimental filmmaker Stan Brakhage. Sitney goes so far as to suggest that Frampton’s 

contribution, at least in the beginning of the Magellan project, was more mimicry of a certain 

mode of filmmaking, than him adding something original: "At the initiation of the Magellan 

project, Frampton not only emulated Brakhage’s mode but basked in the light of his 

approval."131 And, according to Sitney, the three films in the Solariumagelani series, 

exemplifies such emulation: "The three “Eisensteinian” parts of SOLARIUMAGELANI are 

variations on Brakhage’s silent, intuitive organization of visual material."132 While this might 

be the case, especially in his films such as Winter Solstice and Autumn Equinox, I think the 

main difference between two is the difference in how they utilizes colored frames as 

transitions. Where Frampton orchestrates the footage according to a plan, Brakhage’s 

implementation of such full colored frames is more intuitive and spontaneous. In 23rd Psalm 

Branch (1967) Brakhage uses colored frames both as rough wedges between shots in an 

improvised manner, and in combination with other full colored frames in a flicker like 

fashion, as well as integrated with abstract swipes, found footage and often torn and 

fragmented footage of corpses. The full colored frames implemented as transition frames 

within the film is unclear, and the placement seems improvised, and clearly in contrast with 

Frampton’s more clearly defined transitions in the Solariumagelani series, and especially in 
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Summer Solstice. I will elaborate further on Frampton’s use of pure colored frames, as 

transitions in my description of Summer Solstice, Winter Solstice and Autumn Equinox. 

In another book, Visionary Film, Sitney tries to categorize what he terms structural 

film, in which he situates Frampton, according to four categories: One aspect is the use of 

"fixed camera position (fixed frame from the viewer’s perspective), the flicker effect, loop 

printing, and rephotography off the screen."133 Sitney acknowledges that one would rarely 

find all elements in the same film, and also that these elements are subject to further 

manipulation.134 But overall, these factors seem to form a common thread amongst so called 

structuralist filmmakers. That is, filmmakers who "insists on [the films] shape, and what 

content it has is minimal and subsidiary to the outline."135 As precursors to structural cinema, 

Sitney mentions Brakhage and Robert Breer, both of whom Frampton himself, mentions as 

influences. Other predecessors include Peter Kubelka and “the early masters of the graphic 

film”.136 The major precursor though, is Andy Warhol.137 In the following I want to situate, as 

far as possible, the films in the Solariumagelani series, in light of Sitney’s categories, as well 

as their relevance to the aforementioned Soviet films and the theoretical insights derived from 

them.  

One aspect that is of interest to many structural filmmakers is duration, and strategies 

surrounding how such concepts may be explored from within cinema. In describing Warhol’s 

extensive use of long durations of the same image in films like Sleep (1963) and Empire 

(1964), Sitney points out the problems involved in organizing and how to "orchestrate 

duration", in order to guide the spectator towards a more or less meaningful objective.138 Or, 

as he phrases it: "how to permit the wandering attention that triggered ontological awareness 

while watching Warhol films and at the same time guide that awareness to a goal."139 The loss 

of attention, triggered by the sameness of the images, may produce a sense of boredom in the 

spectator, a drifting away from the images into a more frustrating, but also possibly a 

productive, sense of indifference. 

 

3.2.1 Summer Solstice 
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Frampton’s film Summer Solstice (ill.31) may produce a similar sense of boredom and 

inattentiveness, but not because of static images of long duration, but rather the opposite: a 

rapid montage of the seemingly same images in a rigidly composed structure. Such strategies, 

which I will elaborate on further later, of inducing ontological awareness through boredom in 

order to engage the spectator intellectually, is something which is attempted in several of his 

films. Apart from instigating boredom, irritation and indifference, the film may also produce 

interesting associations by coaxing the spectator to pay attention to details, nuances and 

minutia. Irritation can in other words be a positive thing, or "salubrious", as Frampton phrases 

it in an interview, since: "it is the irritation of the grain of sand that produces the pearl in the 

oyster, otherwise the mind would not produce for itself those pearls of comprehension, semi-

comprehension or whatever."140 

In Summer Solstice, a silent film, we are presented with cows grazing in a field of 

grass, but the sameness is not derived from the static image in a seemingly perpetual loop or a 

seemingly motionless image where "nothing happens", but rather achieved through a cubistic 

montage of the same motifs – the cows, the grass, the field – combined in a metric way, in 

which the images repeat themselves over a period of almost 33 minutes. At the start of the 

film we are shown periodic flashes of pure red color, which offers a harsh contrast with the 

bright green scenery. The red color fills the whole screen, but only for a few frames like a 

sting. This is followed by more or less static images of grass. The camera is then tilted 

upwards, in a jerky, shaky manner. Since the camera is presumably locked on a tripod, the 

movements are rigid, in a mechanical sense, but moved in an improvised manner. The upward 

tilt continues until we can glimpse the top of the grass. Insects, made visible by sunlight, are 

swirling around in circles, and in the background we see a green forest. This is followed by 

the same red flashes which function as transitions between more images of grass, of cows and 

sudden moments of darkness. The jerky camera movements – the rapid pans and tilts – 

together with images of cows from various angles, including extreme close ups, close ups, 

medium shots and long shots are again punctuated by swift red flashes. Sometimes one cow 

fills the frame, other times several. The shots go from focused to unfocused in a seemingly 

non-regulated manner. The only thing regulated is the tight, sudden and sharp camera 

movements. There is no context provided and no overt narrative; only cows, green grass, and 

flashes of red. At times the pans are so rapid that the scenery becomes an abstract smear like 

shape. Occasionally there are images of a dog. Now and again, there are images of water, of 
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barbed wire, a tree, which make a rather strong impact, because of their rarity, compared to 

the seemingly ever-present cows. The film ends with the image of a cow upside down and 

then, a bit later on, an image of a cow reflected upside down in the water (ill. 32-33), before 

ending abruptly. The last two shots are indicative of the film as a whole: the recombined, 

spliced together images of cows, eating grass, running around, just existing, shot from various 

vantage points.  

The shots in the film are reminiscent of the large superimposed cow in the sky (ill. 34) 

in a segment in Eisenstein’s The General Line, and his work is felt, more or less implicitly or 

explicitly when watching Summer Solstice. The General Line is about the industrialization of 

a dairy farm, and includes several images of cows, taken from numerous angles, not unlike 

the ones Frampton uses in Summer Solstice. Another sequence from The General Line which 

involves milk production, becomes one of the models for his other film, Winter Solstice. 

While both films seems to be governed by metrical considerations in regards to the editing of 

the film, the locked, almost claustrophobic structure in Summer Solstice, is way more 

pronounced, than in Winter Solstice, or Eisenstein’s film.  

Eisenstein’s idea concerning metric montage is especially important for Frampton, as 

it is for other filmmakers, labeled structuralists. Metric montage in the words of Dancyger,  

 
refers to the length of the shots relative to one another. Regardless of their content, shortening the shots 

abbreviates the time the audience has to absorb the information in each shot. This increases the tension 

resulting from the scene. The use of close-ups with shorter shots creates a more intense sequence.141 

 

By following considerations such as these, Frampton is able to create intensity and energy 

with shots, which in themselves are rather unassuming and ordinary. While the sudden shifts 

in images demand the viewer’s attention, the familiarity with the structure and the various 

images, soon makes it conceivable that the spectator may drift into inattentiveness. Therefore, 

mental effort is necessary in order to stay attentive and focused. Such use of "aesthetic 

endurance", as Sitney terms it, is not uncommon in the Magellan cycle.142 Other filmmakers 

associated with structuralism like Kubelka, Breer and Snow are also preoccupied with such 

concerns, and strategies involving manipulation of this push-pull of inattentiveness-

attentiveness. This approach, as earlier mentioned, can also be observed in Frampton’s use of 

fire in (nostalgia), in the playful manipulation of our perceptual and cognitive abilities in 
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Zorns Lemma, as well as in the formal structure of Not the First Time, where metrical 

considerations are important. 

One aspect that forces itself on the spectator when watching Summer Solstice, is 

whether the cycle of images one is witnessing are identical or whether what we see are subtle 

variations over the same theme. While there are slight changes in the scenery, since some 

images only occur once or twice, some images seem to repeat themselves. The constant 

barrage, and repetition of the seemingly same images, and the uncertainty involved in trying 

to discern a loop from a variation, is a technique that Frampton had explored before in his 

film, Prince Rupert’s Drops (1969), which shows what may be a loop of a woman licking a 

lollipop, combined with what may be a loop of a segment of a man bouncing a basketball (ill. 

35-36). Is this a film in which Frampton dips his toes further into Soviet film theory? As he 

proclaims: "I felt that Prince Rupert’s Drops was in the spirit of an experiment of the 

Kuleshov era."143 But he also states the following: "It reminds me of the time when the 

Kuleshov school had no footage and the actors leapt from one point to the other, attempting to 

perform in the way film montage behaved, to perform "cuts"".144 

Conceptually, this film is slightly different to that which is explored in Summer 

Solstice, since in the latter we have a paradox based on our inability to discern performance – 

human action – from the loop of the same. In the same interview, in which Frampton asserts 

his reference to Kuleshov, he states the following: "There’s something mildly paradoxical 

about an apparent loop being, in fact, a film document of the actions of performers behaving 

as if they were in a film loop."145 While this paradox is not something that is directly affiliated 

with what goes on in Summer Solstice – the cows are not performing since they are incapable 

of mimicking their own behavior – it’s still about illusions, and our perception of illusions.   

In Summer Solstice, the paradox is of another kind, more precisely the uncertainty of 

what one is seeing; whether one is seeing the repeated shot of the cow, or if the shot is unique, 

or if it is the same shot from a similar angle. The overall similarity of the colors and structure 

also makes the uniqueness of the shots harder to discern. Vertov also worked with repetitions 

of shots, experimenting with different tempos and rhythms, as did Eisenstein. But the latter 

also to accentuate certain metaphors, or the illusion of sound, rather than explore the illusion 

of continuity and discontinuity, as Frampton does in Summer Solstice. 
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 Another, more famous experiments by the Soviet director Lev Kuleshov, may also 

illuminate some of the concerns in the film Summer Solstice. In this experiment, Kuleshov 

tries to show how the same shot can show a discrepancy in meaning, depending on the shot 

that follows before or after the shot. By using an image of the actor Ivan Mozhukin 

juxtaposed with an image of a dish of food, the thought produced in the spectator was that the 

man was hungry. The same shot of Mozhukin juxtaposed with a shot of a child in a coffin 

made him seem sad.  As Kuleshov explains it: "I alternated the same shot of Mozhukhin with 

various other shots (a plate of soup, a girl, a child’s coffin) and these shots acquired a 

different meaning."146 The experiment showed that the spectator may change meaning 

depending on the montage.  But the idea that our perception of the same shot will change, 

based on how it is spliced with other shots, is not uncontroversial. A passage from the film 

historian Amy Sargeant’s book on Vsevolod Pudovkin, who at one time assisted Kuleshov, 

can illustrate some of the complexities involved: 

 

Even Pudovkin offers the disclaimer that ‘the combination of various pieces in one or another order is 

not sufficient and suggests that different lengths of film in combination yield different 

phenomenological and emotional effects on the spectator. The experiments are unsatisfactory by any 

scientific criteria and seemingly produce results which, if not entirely contradictory, are at least not 

simultaneously sustainable.147 

 

So, while there is no clear consensus on how the results of the Kuleshov experiment is to be 

interpreted, it is still an interesting area to explore. For what is the relation between the 

various shots in Summer Solstice? Are the shots chosen and orchestrated based on the amount 

of uncertainty it can muster?  It seems to me, that in light of Frampton’s earlier preoccupation 

with illusions and paradoxes in his films, that this may be true, or perhaps he is more 

interested in exploring the grey area between certainty and uncertainty, as well as that 

between continuity and discontinuity. While the Kuleshov experiment is mostly relevant to 

narrative film and our interpretation of the actor’s behavior and facial gestures, it is also 

interesting in regards to how one can manipulate the chronology of the shots, in order to trick 

our mind into doubt about what we perceive. Whether Frampton was aware of the controversy 

regarding the experiment or not, Summer Solstice was yet another chance to explore 

paradoxes, illusion and reality, as he did with his earlier experiments in Prince Rupert’s Drop; 

a film, whose frames, he also made into a phenakistoscope. (ill. 37).148 
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3.2.2 Autumn Equinox 

In the film Autumn Equinox, we are no longer in an innocent and carefree environment, but in 

a the more morbid domain of a slaughterhouse. In this 27 minute long film, images of 

slaughter in various shapes and forms dominate the content of the film. Autumn Equinox is 

similar to Vertov’s short sequence from Kino Eye, where we are shown, in reverse order – as 

the film is going backwards – the slaughtering of cows – from the empty carcass, to the 

evisceration of the innards, their skinning, and lastly images of the cows, alive and well (ill. 

38-39). In a way it elaborates and transforms Vertov’s exploration of various processes in 

society, especially his desire to illuminate of how food is produced and how building 

materials is being made. In Autumn Equinox, Frampton appropriates Vertov’s sequence, and 

goes deeper into the process from the workers point of view, in its documentation of the daily 

scenes and images inside a slaughterhouse. Here the time does not go backwards, but seems to 

stands still. 

In Autumn Equinox, the images of butchered carcasses, entrails, and cow legs hanging 

from chains, are juxtaposed with other images of similar nature: the blood, guts, bowels, and 

occasionally shots of workers hacking meat or cleaning up the bloodstained floor with water 

(ill. 40). The images tend to be focused, as well as unfocused. As in Summer Solstice, the 

transitions between the shots are distinct and noticeable. But here Frampton do not use 

flickers of red fields to signify the various shifts between the shots, but rather opts instead for 

splicing the shots whenever small bursts of movement occur. Additionally, there are abrupt 

color flashes of black and yellow, which function as transitions and to mark new cycles. The 

camera movement is rougher than in Summer Solstice, in the sense that it is hand held and not 

tied to rigid tilts and pans, and is similar to Brakhage’s often crude style. However, the rapid 

cuts between the images are sharp and clean with no resort to dissolve, or fade.  

While the images of the hanging cows in silhouette, the boiling fat, the animal skulls, 

teeth and eyeballs may seem grotesque, they are almost always portrayed in combination with 

an attention to how the light is reflected on the various substances (ill. 41). Similarly to how 

sunlight dances on the surface on water, we are shown shots of bright light covering the torn 

shiny flesh and pools of blood constantly altering with abstract forever changing shapes (ill. 

42). Dwelling on these images, one may become desensitized to the imagery, with the 

consequence that one begins to focus on the curious shape of lungs, or the light reflected off 

the meat hooks.  
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Even though such imagery may provoke nausea in some spectators, there is no 

perverse joy, or attempted shock, in the presentation of the gory scenery. It is strictly a 

document, a naturalized view of what one may see in such a place. One is reminded here of 

Eisenstein’s lament in regards to his miscalculations in trying to sway the public with his 

"shocking" scene at the end of Strike. The sequence illustrates Eisenstein’s theory of montage 

in regards to the colliding of two elements to create a third meaning. But in this case, it did 

not have the intended effect. In the slaughter of the cow at the end of this film, which is an 

example of intellectual montage, with the cow "symbolizing" the working class, the intended 

effect was to create some kind of sympathy for the workers, via the brutal killing of the cow. 

Instead, as Eisenstein recalls:  

 
[The scene] did not have that blood-curdling effect on the working class public for the simple reason 

that in the mind of the worker beef blood is associated first of all with the blood recuperation plant of 

the slaughterhouse! As for the effect on the peasant accustomed to slaughtering cattle himself, it was 

absolutely nil.149 

 

The effect of the scene, in other words, depends on the audience. For the workers inside the 

slaughterhouse, this is their world so to speak, and watching the film is to step into their 

shoes.  

This slaughterhouse scene from Strike is also referenced in Frampton’s one-minute 

film Pan 697 (1974). In this short film we see a man hacking the head off a recently 

slaughtered cow, while the hand-held camera slowly pans to the left revealing the sky 

mirrored in the blood, before panning unevenly back to the decapitated head again (ill. 43). 

While quite stunning in itself, the image is a more direct reference to the ending of Strike than 

Autumn Equinox (ill. 44). But it also works on its own by conveying the contrast of the 

peaceful sky reflected in a pool of blood with the grim image of a recently beheaded cow. The 

reflection of the blue sky above in the pool of blood in the cold of winter, also reminds us of 

one of the early scenes in Strike, where Eisenstein (or rather the camera operator Eduard 

Tisse), uses a muddled puddle as reflective device, elegantly showing factory pipes mirrored 

in a pool of water.  

  

3.2.3 Winter Solstice 

The last film in the Solariumagelani segment is titled Winter Solstice. The film is about 33 

minutes long, and the images are gathered from within a steel mill (ill. 45). Similarly to both 

Summer Solstice and Autumn Equinox, we are presented with a bombardment of images 
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which mirror each other. As they were in Summer Solstice, shots of the falling rain of hot steel 

and rivers of melted metal bathed in perpetual fire and smoke are spliced together with a few 

frames of pure color. The short bursts of red frames in Summer Solstice are here replaced with 

a turquoise-blue field of color, and it functions in a similar way, as both a contrast to the 

intensely glowing molten steel and as a way to organize the shots into clearly defined 

segments. But the shifts and transitions between images is way more discernable in Summer 

Solstice than in Winter Solstice. In the latter film, the transitions are accomplished by a few 

frames of total black, and which serves as a way to separate larger groups of visually aligned 

images from each other. The turquoise-blue frames appear more frequent and their constant 

presence between shots serves as a calm contrast to the images of glowing liquid metal. 

Another type of shot which frequently makes an appearance in the film, and which offers a 

strong contrast to the numerous shots of melted steel, are the shots of a window (ill. 46), 

which show nothing but the color blue of the sky outside. In a rapid, but mesmerizing shot, 

the reoccurring jerky shots of a window, in various degrees of focus, shows how hot metal 

and heat modifies the molecules of the air, and in the process, modifies our perception of the 

object. The contrast between the flashes of pure blue color and the glowing red-yellow hue of 

the liquid metal, captured by rough improvised camera movements, and in combination with 

the all engulfing darkness surrounding the boiling steel, makes the film a visual feast. But its 

hypnotic imagery also includes occasional glimpses of the roof structure and external lamps, 

so we do see the outside as well as the and inside of the mill, thus rendering the images more 

coherent. But then again, this is not a narrative film, but a documentation of metal in various 

states of becoming, linked together in chains of similar shots. 

 Another frequently occurring image in Winter Solstice is a circular shaped hole, 

burning frenetically in almost total darkness (ill. 47-49). It reoccurs throughout the film from 

various distances and is a nice contrast to the shots of the squared blue window. It is also a 

stable element on which to improvise over with variations, such as multiple holes, a glowing 

hole, and shots of a hole from a distance. There are also shots of what seems to be a falling 

rain of hot melting steel on a dark background (ill 50). This is an image Frampton uses 

frequently in other films as well. We see the shot reoccur in Tiger Balm, interspersed in short 

energetic frames, in his one-minute film Pan 002 (1974) (ill. 51) where the image of rapidly 

falling liquid lasts the entire one minute of the film, and in the early film States (1967) (ill 

52). In the latter film, he explores a comparable preoccupation with the way the same 

substance can take on many different forms. In an earlier quoted interview, Frampton reveals 

the following background information about the film: "There’s a collision in States: three 
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natural substances – all of which happens to be white – are filmed in such a way that their 

identity tends to be confused and disappear."150 The film itself was structured according to a 

score, based on manipulation of some features of the Fibonacci series.151 By alternating 

images of slowly rising smoke, falling fluid, and something akin to flour being poured from 

above with the frames in total darkness, the effect is that of an unsureness and instability 

regarding the identity of the material being presented. In Winter Solstice, while the identity of 

the steel mill is revealed from the very beginning, the imagery of the many faces of steel is 

still somehow fascinating and mysterious, as it is processed by still mill workers and revealed 

as smoke, fire, liquid and hardened material. This contrast of a rigid structure one the one 

hand, and footage of an ever-changing object on the other, is also present in the Magellan 

cycle as a whole, in the sense that the material which is being presented is always in flux, both 

malleable and flexible. 

 Images of steel mills are nothing new in the history of film. They feature in Vertov’s 

Enthusiasm, where they are used partly for Marxist-Leninist propaganda, in a celebration of 

the overachieving shock workers and their urge to produce more steel than was necessary. 

Steel mills also appear in Man with a Movie Camera, as part of Vertov’s wish to reveal the 

daily life and work of Soviet citizens. While Vertov draws attention to the process and 

function of work, Frampton wants to capture – like he did in Autumn Equinox – the 

experience of being in that world of fire, smoke and molten steel, as the workers themselves 

perceive it. 

 A screening of Winter Solstice alongside Eisenstein’s, The General Line, may, as 

Frampton once suggested, also trigger erotically charged associations, and in the process, 

expand on possible ways to appreciate the film.152 As he reveals in an interview: "I once 

showed it to my own students (…) and in those circumstances especially they seemed to be 

very readily getting a reading that was not entirely industrial."153 The film, Winter Solstice, 

which Frampton himself considers erotic in nature, with its numerous shots of flying sparks 

and small explosions of liquid steel, is reminiscent of a scene in the aforementioned The 

General Line. In this scene, attempts to install new modern equipment for milk production 

results in cascades of milk being poured, thrown around, and bursting forth in all directions 

(ill. 53-55). This montage of images by Eisenstein, is reenacted by Frampton in Winter 
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Solstice, using liquid steel as replacement for milk (ill. 56-57). This sequence by Eisenstein 

has been termed erotic by many commentators, for instance Jacques Aumont who calls The 

General Line, Eisenstein’s "most explicitly erotic film"; so, viewing Winter Solstice as erotic 

is no big leap.154 Eroticism as such is not a vast theme in Frampton’s oeuvre, neither in his 

early films, nor in the Magellan cycle, but it does occasionally occur as a subject. A few 

instances can be seen in the early film Lemon (1969) (ill. 58) – in which the fruit, according to 

Frampton, was chosen because of its resemblance to a female breast – and in Tiger Balm, 

whose title is named after an oriental medicine which was used for prolonging lovemaking, 

and (probably), in the unreleased (new version) of Vertical Equinox.155  

 

3.3 Additional films 

In the almost 28 minutes long film, Matrix (First Dream), which is not part of the 

Solariumagelani series, Frampton has chosen to superimpose all three films in the series at the 

top of one another in layers, with an additional, superimposed hexagonal shaped dot, centered 

in the middle of the screen (ill. 59). The white dot, which may give associations to a sprocket 

hole, a reflection of light in the camera lens, or a cellular structure, appears irregularly 

throughout the film, and in other parts of Magellan. The layered film is tinted red and colored 

with unnatural brightness, and as varied as the rainbow. Compared to other films in the 

Magellan cycle, only the abstract film Palindrome, can compare. There are no montage 

elements which separate the cacophonous and messy imagery in Matrix (First Dream). 

Having seen all the films in Solariumagelani series, one immediately recognizes 

images from these other films. The grazing cows on the dairy farm, the slaughterhouse, the 

steel mill. Further away from their original source, the images become more abstract, and the 

various shapes and layers, and their interaction, is what preoccupies the spectators. The film 

can hardly be compared with anything produced by the Soviet filmmakers. Eisenstein’s 

mixture of color and black & white in Ivan the Terrible Part II (1958) is as close as it gets, 

and that visual ploy is rather conservative compared to the colorful and chaotic imagery in 

Matrix (First Dream). Since everything is happening at once in this latter film, we are forced 

to either let go, and allow the overpowering barrage of images to overwhelm our perceptive 

capabilities, or alternatively, to separate ourselves from focused viewing, and instead ponder 
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some of the images and various associative possibilities such denseness may produce in us, 

and let the other images pass by. 

 In many ways Matrix (First Dream) can be said to be the counterpart to the films in 

the Solariumagelani series, in the way that the night and the dream world differ from that of 

the day. Or, to reference Joyce, the three films in the series – Summer Solstice, Autumn 

Equinox and Winter Solstice – which were to exemplify the changes of the seasons, is more 

akin to Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), while Matrix (First Dream) is more in the vein of his 

Finnegans Wake, in terms of its dream world, the intricate web of puns, various languages, 

and referential overload. In Finnegans Wake, many passages may seem impenetrable for the 

unacquainted and uniformed. (Joyce himself suggested it should be read aloud.) One quote 

chosen at random may exemplify this: 

  

He stanth theirs mun in his natural, oblious autamnesically of his very proprium, (such is stockpot 

leaden, so did sonsepun crae) the wont to be wanton maid a will to be wise. Thrust from the light, 

apophotorejected, he spoors loves from her heats. He blinkth. But’s wrath’s the higher where those 

wreathe charity.156 

 

This compressed language, which may trigger a myriad of associations, is similar to the effect 

of Matrix (First Dream). It is rather incomprehensible alone, unless one is familiar with the 

Solariumagelani series, although visually it has some interesting juxtapositions of images. 

While Vertov had several things happening in one frame in his Man with a Movie Camera, his 

material was never as multilayered, compact and dense as this film, especially over such a 

long time (ill. 60). It is as if Frampton has taken a few second of Vertov’s superimposed 

montages and stretched this concept to nearly 30 minutes. Similar to Tim Finnegan’s feigning 

of death at his wake in Finnegans Wake, the cows are here seemingly alive and slaughtered at 

the same time. The film is both surreal and serious. It is surreal in its combination of 

seemingly unrelated elements (cf. Lautréamont’s famous montage – in a poetic sense – of the 

meeting of sewing machine and an umbrella), with images of cows suddenly bursting into 

flames (ill. 61). The film also generates some more serious thoughts and ideas in the 

spectator, regarding the process and the interrelationships of the slaughter of cows and 

filmstrips; the hacking off of various part of the cows is similar, on a metaphorical level at 

least, of the process behind montage filmmaking, with its method of cutting, choosing and 

splicing the various filmstrips together. Since gelatin is such an important ingredient in 

manufacturing of film, the link between the slaughter of cattle and filmmaking can be said to 

be even more noticeable.  
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This layered montage approach, where several planes of film are superimposed on top 

of one another, is also attempted in other films in the Magellan cycle, albeit in a slightly 

different way. In Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate (1974), we are once 

again reintroduced to the hexagon shape. This time, not as a central dot, centered in the 

middle of the frame, as in Matrix (First Dream), but rather as part of two interwoven fields of 

what seems to be interconnected cells (ill. 62). This cellular structure is joined with black and 

white documentary footage of withered corpses and human skulls, some of which are split in 

half (ill. 63). The images are occasionally tampered with, by introducing color filters, 

predominantly red and green (ill. 64). The various segments are separated with a few frames 

of untainted black color. Images from an imaginary cellular level, consisting of an animated 

patchwork of an interlaced field of hexagonal shaped dots, and shots of the interior of dead 

bodies (their organs, brains and so forth), as well as the exterior of the bodies, is recombined 

and layered in various ways throughout the segments. These decaying corpses are shown in 

various interwoven states that explore the same object seen from different angles.  

Investigation of death as a subject is something Frampton shares with Eisenstein. This 

is particularly notable in the unfinished film he made in Mexico.157 According to Nesbet, it 

was "one of Eisenstein’s greatest interests in Mexico", and the films structure "used the theme 

of death as the pedal note tying the film together".158 While death is a theme, structurally it 

has more in common with some of the films of Vertov, particularly in the way various 

viewpoints intermingle. In Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate Frampton 

scrutinizes the various states that can be observed in dead bodies. Sitney has argued that this 

segment in Frampton’s film may echo elements in some of Vertov’s writings as well.159 But 

watching this film, one is also reminded of one of Kuleshov’s montage experiments in which 

he tried to splice shots of different parts of a girl in order to create the illusion of a person. As 

he recalls:  

 
By montage alone we were able to depict the girl, just as in nature, but in actuality she did not exist, 

because we shot the lips of one woman, the legs of another, the back of a third, and the eyes of a fourth. 

We spliced the pieces together in a predetermined relationship and created a totally new person, still 

retaining the complete reality of the material.160 

 

                                                      
157 The film was later reconstructed by Grigory Alexandrov and Nikita Orlov. It was released under the name 

Que Viva Mexico in 1979. 
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159 See Sitney, Eyes Upside Down, 269. 
160 Kuleshov, Kuleshov on film, 53. 
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The idea of "”synthesiz[ing]” a woman", by bringing together isolated shots, as a way to 

create coherence, is not done by Frampton in this film, to create a "totally new person".161 

Instead he combines shots of dead bodies in various states, as animated cellular structure, as 

well as the interior and exterior shapes and forms, in order to show the entwined structure of 

bodily remains from different perspectives. It is a way to synthesize death in a poetic sense. 

The bodies remain separate and multiple, but we retain an idea, through the images, of their 

internal interrelationship. 

This film has also much in common with Brakhage’s The Act of Seeing with One’s 

Own Eyes, in that they both use footage of corpses. While Brakhage is more interested in 

showing an actual autopsy, Frampton’s concerns are of a different kind, and truer, one might 

say, to his earlier conceptual preoccupations concerning perception, illusion and paradox. 

Confronted with claims that his films has too much in common with Brakhage stylistically, as 

well as in terms of the subjects he wanted to explore, Frampton has stated, with regards to 

Brakhage’s The Act of Seeing with One’s Own Eyes that the main difference between the two 

is that of the didactic versus poetry. 162 "I think that in watching the film [Brakhage’s film] 

one could recover the standard method for performing an autopsy. . . . At the very least, I 

think that is not something that could be said of Magellan at the Gates of Death."163  

Another film in the Magellan cycle, which was made prior to Magellan at the Gates of 

Death, Part I: The Red Gate, and which continues this poetic exploration of death, is 

Apparatus Sum (1972). Yet again we are shown images of death, both in concrete 

manifestations and as abstract form. The two and a half minute film is presented in three 

interwoven sequences. It starts out with variously colored frames, from turquois to green, 

from green to red, and from red to blue, which dissolves and merges into each other, only 

disrupted by one instance of tiny flickering flashes. This is followed by colorized image of 

purple water. The latter functions like a transition to a seemingly frozen image of the color 

red. This segment lasts about a minute before the still image of the color red dissolves into a 

close up of a severed head. The camera moves slowly and surveys the face of the dead person, 

before it reaches the torn neck area, and the images of this region are superimposed into each 

other (ill. 65). These comingling images of the neck area of the torn head are furthermore 

punctuated by red frames in a rhythmic fashion, until the images fades to blue and then out, 

and the film ends. The film is similar to Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate 
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in its thematic concerns, but also to Autumn Equinox in its lyrical treatment of grotesque 

imagery. Additionally, the film is another instance of Frampton’s preoccupation with 

flickering colors as an area of exploration, or retinal cinema as he names it.164 

Such utilization of flickering colors and images is present in several of his films, and 

the one aspect that clearly correspond with Sitney’s definition of structural film. This usage of 

rapid alternations of colors and/or images which occurs in Apparatus Sum is something he has 

in common with other contemporary experimental filmmakers, such as Tony Conrad, Peter 

Kubelka and Paul Sharits.165 But this flicker effect, the sudden rhythmic bursts of 

interchanged images, can also be observed within the films of both Eisenstein and Vertov. In 

Vertov it can be seen during the ending of the film Man with a Movie Camera, where the fast 

paced presentation of different images intensifies in a steadily rhythmic fashion. In Eisenstein 

such use of montage can be witnessed in October during an early scene in the film, where the 

army fires upon the demonstrators gathered in the city square. A sequence showing sudden 

eruption of gunfire is spliced and superimposed with the man handling the machine gun (ill. 

66-68). The flicker-like montage is repeated several times and spliced with bird view images 

of countless demonstrators running in all directions while being shot at. In Pan 0 (1973) 

Frampton utilizes a similar montage, where he interchanges footage of clouds. Frames from 

slightly different footage of clouds (ill. 69-70) are interwoven and presented simultaneously, 

which brings about a quivering and shaky pattern. In one of his many interviews, Frampton 

has stated that: "nothing tickles me pinker than to take a suggestion literally and to seek the 

consequences of the working out of a literal reading in detail." 166 Pan 0 can be said to 

exemplify such an approach, as can other films in the Magellan cycle, where a concept is 

being reworked and transformed in order to generate something new and artistically 

compelling. 

 Pan 0 is one of the 720 minute films in Magellan, of which 360 where to be silent. 

Since only fragments of the proposed films exist, it is hard to jump to conclusions regarding 

their possible content. Information derived from the ones that exist is therefore of great 

interest. One such account of the content is made by the media theorist Peter Lunenfeld. His 

description of Straits of Magellan: Drafts and Fragments [Panopticon], a compilation of the 

existing 49 one-minute films of the 720 planned, is as follows: 
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The lights go down, the projector whirs to life and I am transported, with my tiny band of cohorts, into 

the mystery of Frampton’s last great cycle of films (…). One segment offers an investigation of scratch 

animation, a virtual textbook on the cinematic apparatus. The next is a realité of a family eating 

breakfast together – "life as it happens," as the Lumières’ reviewers used to say. There are pieces that 

offer such a multiplicity of exposures, such depth of optical printing that they approach the density of 

abstract painting. Another minute offers an extended take of traffic whizzing by, shot through a whole 

in a block of concrete – a distillation of the frame within the frame. Later, 60 seconds of playful 

savagery: a kitten bats around a still-living bird, the animal’s blithe amorality both repulsive and 

entrancing. Still another moment of aestheticized violence: a butcher severs a cow’s head from its body 

with a cleaver, the blood flowing everywhere, puddling on the ground, its rich sheen offering a purely 

formal pleasure, divorced from its charnel-house setting.167 

 

For Lunenfeld, such salvo of impressions which these films deliver, and with no real context 

to relate the various imagery, especially since we are missing most of the films (in addition to 

several unmade and half made films), may convey both confusion and curiosity for the 

spectator. Yet, as Lunenfeld makes apparent: "the blurry montage of disparate pieces (…) 

somehow cohere."168 His suggestion to why they cohere, is because of the films ability to 

"explode into movement", as it were; a bursting forth from a static position.169 In other words, 

it is "the quality of the photographic gone dynamic", which makes him appreciate the 

interconnectedness of the seemingly disjointed nature of these short films.170  

The last part of this description of Frampton’s one-minute movies, concerns a film I 

commented earlier in this text – Pan 697. This film is interesting, especially considered in 

combination with another of Frampton’s one-minute films, namely Pan 699 (1974). In this 

film we are shown a boy (Frampton’s own son) waving a frog caught in a fishing hook, back 

and forth, in front of the camera (ill. 71). The montage within the frame of the innocence of 

the boy and the tortured frog is interesting compared to another one-minute film, where a cat 

plays with a wounded bird. They both contrast indifference and suffering. This is also 

analogous to the images of the carefree life of the cows in Summer Solstice, and the somewhat 

brutal contrast with the images of slaughter in Autumn Equinox. Another common thread 

between these films is their reference to early Soviet cinema. This is also the case with Pan 

697, and especially the image of the suffering frog, and this animal’s central place in 

Pudovkin’s film Mechanics of the Brain. In this film the theories of the physiologist Ivan 

Pavlov, concerning reflexes and conditioning, is scrutinized by cinematic means. 
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 The film documents the research done by the Pavlov on a frog, a dog, a monkey, and a 

human. The first part of the film documents the impact of external stimulation on frogs and 

the reflexive response. Regardless of whether the brain of frog is destroyed, it still reacts to 

stimulation. In one segment we are shown a frog hanging from some sort of metallic 

contraption, not unlike how it hangs in the hands of Frampton’s son, while an anonymous 

hand touches the frog with an electrical object, making the frog wriggle and react (ill. 72). By 

destroying the spinal cord of the frog’s body, the response is no longer present. The films 

show how the frog may be physically manipulated and maimed in order to gain knowledge of 

its reflexes. In another segment, the amount of a dog’s saliva is measured in relation to the 

food it is presented with. For instance, as one of the intertitles reads: "Dry food produces more 

saliva than moist foods".171 In another sequence the dog is given electrical shocks, along with 

the sound of a beating metronome, in order to measure its unconditioned defensive reflexes. 

And as mentioned in the intertitles: "After this association of stimuli is repeated a number of 

times, the beat of the metronome alone is enough to cause a conditioned defensive reflex".172 

Research into reflexes, whether they are conditioned or unconditioned, is fundamental, 

according to Pavlov, in order to understand behavior in animals, as well as humans. As is well 

known, Pavlov theories were also a central part of Eisenstein’s montage theory, regarding the 

manipulation and conditioning of the spectator. 
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4 Consciousness 

4.1 Film and consciousness 

For many filmmakers, the urge to explore the mind in it various shapes and forms has been a 

common feature. Following in the footsteps of the psychologist Hugo Münsterberg, and the 

ideas he broadcasted in his book The Photoplay (1916), theoretically inclined commentators 

on cinematic thinking like Siegfried Kracauer and André Bazin, wanted knowledge about "the 

whole cinematic experience" and how it is constituted.173 But many Soviet directors during 

the period between the world wars wanted to gain knowledge of how the mind works, in order 

to manipulate and help channel the masses into communist thought through cinematic means. 

They thought that this task was intimately linked to understanding how cinema itself could be 

explored in order to gain better knowledge about the consequences and potentialities 

regarding the interaction between our mind and the perception of moving images.  

In this chapter I want to investigate the Magellan project in light of similarities 

between Eisenstein’s ideas and films and the various way consciousness as such functions in 

these two projects, especially in relation to James Joyce. That is, I want to see how ideas 

about inner speech, as Eisenstein and Vertov envisioned it cinematically, can be related to 

Magellan, and how Frampton alter and transform both their ideas in new ways. I also want to 

examine the role of subjectivity and the autobiographical in connection to film and 

consciousness, as explored by Stan Brakhage and Maya Deren, and in what way Frampton 

utilizes such elements in the Magellan cycle. Also at stake in this chapter is how paintings and 

moving images may provoke thoughts through the form and material itself via paradoxes and 

montage principles. The central question seems to be the following: are films themselves 

capable of thought, and, if so, what are the implications for how the shape of film demands 

attention and invite us to participate in its particular mode of filmic experience.  

 

4.2 Eisenstein, Joyce, Frampton 

According to Annette Michelson, one of the founders of the art historical journal October, one 

of the missing pieces between the early Soviet cinema in the 1920s as it was conceived by 

Eisenstein and Vertov, and the American wave of independent experimental film after the 

second world war, is to be found in Eisenstein’s ideas concerning a film about Marx’s 

influential book Capital. The film was to incorporate, as Michelson phrases it, "a program for 
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the development of the cognitive instrument in the service of revolutionary change," in which 

his first film Strike was only a preliminary example.174 Using intellectual montage as a tool to 

convey Marxist ideas, Eisenstein wanted the film be an active ingredient in making the 

revolutionary project possible.175 He did not want the film to be another passive account of 

the problems facing the world – merely a contemplative account – but rather an agent of 

change. He wanted the film to ignite a revolutionary movement, and to accomplish this, he 

sought to fashion the film stylistically and structurally after Joyce, and by doing so attempt, if 

we are to believe Michelson, "the most radical of aesthetic syntheses in the rendering of the 

movement of consciousness itself."176 

 This idea of merging the ideological elements of Marx and the formal 

experimentations of Joyce in a potential film, has one of its sources in a note Eisenstein wrote 

on April 8, 1928: "the official dedication of Capital will be to the Second International ("they 

will be overjoyed"), while "the formal side is dedicated to Joyce."" 177 Eisenstein’s fascination 

with Joyce has other sources as well, and at one point in his career, he also made sketches and 

plans to make a film about Ulysses. According to the actress Marie Seton, a biographer of 

Eisenstein, Joyce and Eisenstein met in the early 1930, and "[t]hey talked of the future 

development of their mutual pre-occupation – the “internal monologue” – how the processes 

of the mind could be made visible and comprehensible through the film medium".178 Reading 

Ulysses, as well as discussing concerns such as these with Joyce himself, may have given 

Eisenstein ideas on how to proceed with the film.179 Sparks of such an enterprise, and the 

beginning of intellectual cinema, can be seen in October, where "image and concept would be 

in such intimate contact that unfortunate interpretative accidents could be definitively 

prevented."180 But Eisenstein wanted to go further in his hunt "for ways to translate the 

concepts of philosophy into the visual images of film language."181 One such sequence in 

October, which may give some indication of how the film Capital was to be conceptualized, 

is, according to philosopher Noël Carrol, the so called "God and Country" sequence, where 
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the "’purely’ conceptual" themes of alienation and the question regarding the existence of 

God are represented cinematically.182 

 Another project Michelson emphasizes as an indication of Eisenstein’s increasing 

fixation with Joyce, and the possibility of conveying the movement of consciousness in film, 

is an unspecified outline made in the late 1920s, when the script for the unrealized film An 

American Tragedy was prepared. This plan, which "might figure as a blue-print for a cinema 

that was still to come," consists of descriptions, which have a lot in common with films made 

within the American experimental cinema milieu several decades later.183 In the words of 

Eisenstein: 

 
Like thought, they would sometimes proceed with visual images. With sound. Synchronized or non-

synchronized. Then as sound. Formless. Or with sound – images with objectively representational 

sounds … Then suddenly, define intellectually formulated words – as ‘intellectual’ and dispassionate as 

pronounced words. With a black screen, a rushing imageless visuality. (…)184 

 

This excerpt from a rather long quote is continued with more of Eisenstein’s cryptic jottings 

and visualizations of possible presentation of interior monologue on film: "The syntax of 

inner speech as distinct from outer speech. The quivering inner words that correspond with 

the visual images. Contrasts with outer circumstances."185 To clarify: what Eisenstein is trying 

to express is how different we talk with ourselves "inside our heads", in contrast to how we 

talk "outside our heads". These scrawls then, are ideas; attempts to truthfully convert "the 

voice inside our head" into various representative montages. 

While these descriptions by Eisenstein, in isolation, may have traits in common with 

what is later created by experimental filmmakers in America, the connection is rather loose. 

Michelson’s comments on the quote, highlighting the disjunctions, "the shifting relations of 

image and sound, its stress on polyphony, (…) the use of silence", underlines the parallels she 

sees in this connection between the two worlds: the revolutionary Soviet before the Second 

World War and the experimental America after the Second World War. While this link is 

perhaps more filmically evident in the works of Frampton and others, it is less evident in other 

filmmakers, such as Stan Brakhage, who Michelson stresses as one of the main exemplars of 
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this experimental thread. Indeed the "apolitical" Brakhage himself has protested against this 

connection, confessing to being more comfortable with categories of a more bodily-oriented 

nature. As Gregory T. Taylor has argued, "[Brakhage’s] insistence on “hypnagogic vision,” 

on the primacy of his own body and nervous system as the locus of artistic production, had 

consistently served to situate him beyond the range of Michelson’s reflexive-materialist 

grid."186 Even though Eisenstein’s description seems to resonate with some aspects of 

Brakhage’s films, they are even more interesting when considered in light of Frampton and 

his Magellan project.  

In a passage from the essay "Achievement" from 1940, Eisenstein underscores and 

highlights Joyce’s formidable success compared to other artists, in giving a proper account of 

the "the whole inner world of man".187 He asserts: "The most heroic attempt to achieve this in 

literature was made by James Joyce in Ulysses and in Finnegans Wake. Here was reached the 

limit in reconstructing the reflection and refraction of reality in the consciousness and feelings 

of man."188 Eisenstein categorizes Joyce’s "compositional structure" in these books as "ultra-

lyrical" – in other words they are reconstructions of "the most intimate passage of the inner 

logic of feeling" patterned on "the physiological organizations of the emotions, as well as on 

the embryology of the formation of thought."189 While mere lyric dwells on this "inner logic 

of feeling alone", the ultra-lyrical is concerned with how sentiments and emotions are 

organized, as well as the birth, and the early stages of thoughts.  This latter aspect is 

something that resonates with Brakhage’s approach to filmmaking, at least where that 

concerns representation of our early stages of perception. But how much of Frampton’s 

Magellan project echoes such thoughts? In what way does Frampton transform such concepts 

in his own work?  In Eisenstein’s plan for the conceptualization and realization of Ulysses, he 

wanted to create a "cinema of the mind, a film capable of reconstructing all phases and all 

specifics of the course of thought."190 As we recall from Frampton’s outline of the Magellan 

cycle, he wanted to model the work on human consciousness as precisely and densely as 

DNA expresses our genetic makeup.191 Likewise, as Michelson speculates, Eisenstein’s goal 

was to render "the movement of consciousness" Through cinematic means. While Frampton 

attempts such an approach, it is not done from within the mind of a person, like for instance 
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Leopold or Molly Bloom in Ulysses, but, as he states in an earlier quote: "that mind is the 

rather general mentality of western culture."192 So, in a sense, one could say that the cycle of 

films in Magellan, is an attempt to unfold the inner machinery of the consciousness of 

western culture. 

Some scholars are more skeptical of Eisenstein’s infatuation with Joyce than 

Michelson was (or still is). Gregory T. Taylor states that "not only was Eisenstein’s interest in 

Capital and Ulysses short lived", but also "that his interest in Joyce was coincidental with his 

interest in Daumier, William James, and Zola".193 Taylor goes on to note that "Michelson’s 

Eisenstein (…) was necessarily a construct, an abstraction designed to bolster a broader 

theoretical position"194 While this may be true, Eisenstein passion for Joyce was not as short 

lived as Taylor seems to believe, if we are to trust James Goodwin. He writes:  

 
"In the last years of his life Eisenstein continued to analyze Ulysses, and he recorded personal 

recollections of Joyce for his memoirs, always with the utmost admiration. In "The Spring of 

Happiness," written on 1946, for example, Eisenstein recalls the immense power over his imagination in 

1930 of Joyce’s creation of prose counterpoint in Ulysses."195 

 

Whether Joyce influenced Frampton through (Michelson’s) Eisenstein or in isolation, or 

whether the connection was already there is somewhat speculative. The significant fact is that 

Joyce and Eisenstein have an important function within the Magellan project. But what 

function exactly? 

Seamus Deane writes in his introduction to Finnegans Wake about the commingling 

and combination of the various words, letters and phrases in this work: "The language of the 

Wake is a composite of words and syllables combined with such a degree of fertile 

inventiveness that new sounds and new meanings are constantly ingeminated."196 Such 

relentless willingness to combine, reshuffle and redeploy, can be said to be present in 

Magellan as well. While many parts of the Magellan cycle are structurally similar to 

Finnegans Wake – especially Dream (Matrix) – as well as Ulysses (in the sense that segments 

utilizes different stylistic variations), it is also comparable to Raymond Queneau’s Exercices 

de style (1947), and his Cent mille milliards de poèmes (1961). Frampton’s early work 
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Artificial Light (1969) is, in a sense, a variation of Queneau’s exercises in style in the way it 

restructures, recombines and reorganizes the same scene in numerous ways.  

Although similar to Exercices de style, with its many variations of the same mutating 

segments, images and sounds, the Magellan cycle perhaps has more in common with Cent 

mille milliards de poèmes, in the way that every film section of the cycle has the potential to 

awaken associations, overtones and new meanings when seen in combination with another 

element. The difference being that Frampton specifies the order in which the films should be 

seen. He decides the sequence of events, based on a fixed screening schedule.197 In Cent mille 

milliards de poèmes, every line of the poem is interchangeable with another, but the poem’s 

structure is rigid, in the sense that its underlying construction is defined, but it is up to the 

reader to select, combine and chose the lines one desires the poem to inhabit. Likewise, in 

Magellan, the spectator is free to associate, speculate and think. There is no rigid meaning to 

be conveyed so in this sense it deviates from Eisenstein’s approach.  

In Bill Simons interview with Frampton regarding the nature of the Magellan project, 

one of his questions relates to the role of the protagonist. He asks: 

 
In terms of the protagonist in Magellan, it seems to me that I’ve seen two statements now: one to the 

effect that the protagonist can be understood somehow as your consciousness, and the other that the 

spectator is the protagonist. What are the relationships of these two senses of the protagonist?198 

 

Frampton’s answer is that "the spectator is the protagonist when the work is done". And also 

since Frampton himself is the one making the film(s) he – is the "surrogate protagonist"199 So 

the protagonist – the main character – the one who according to classical narrative principles 

is the one who is transformed during this viewing process, is us, the audience. We are the 

observers, the witnesses, and at the same time the central character of the film.   

 Many of the films within the cycle can be interpreted as Frampton’s attempt to present 

“the inner speech” of the cultural history of the western world. In other words he has to create 

films which have the appearance of being precursors to more mature artworks. In order to 

make these connections, he has to invent a context so as to enable interesting associations 

between the films. The creation of such fictional frameworks is not attempted with the aim of 

bringing forth the idea that history is heading towards a specific goal, but, rather the opposite. 

This "inverted teleolog[ical]" and inventive metahistorical method is used by Frampton, in 
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order to remove the now or the present, as the goal of film history.200 Film history is not, for 

the metahistorian, marching towards a goal, but is without destiny.201 It is malleable. Thus the 

metahistorian is free to tamper with the past in order to create the necessary connections. The 

invented films thus become "concrete metaphors for modernist masterworks."202 While Zryd 

does not see such instances as inner speech of world history, or the early stages of “thoughts” 

within the western mentality, he nonetheless points out, as quoted before, that films such as 

Gloria! and Cadenza I " signal an ironic relation to art historical tradition as early films are 

integrated into Magellan as naïve precursors to modernist classics."203 But these naïve 

precursors can, to clarify, also be seen as examples of how Frampton transforms Eisenstein’s 

ideas regarding inner speech, and the representations of “western” thought in their early 

formative stages. Not as representations of the inner world of man, but rather the inner world 

of the western cultural mentality. The numerous cycles of films in Magellan functions as 

triggers and help generate such connections. In this instance, as Zryd has shown and as I have 

mentioned earlier, it seems as if the found footage in Gloria! and Cadenza I, is paving the 

way for Joyce’s Finnegans Wake and Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachleors, 

Even.204 By transforming the past in such manner, as if to invent a tradition, the films can also 

function as a representation of the gradual mutations of “thought” within the cultural mind of 

the western world. 

  Another approach to the idea of inner speech within Soviet film is Vertov’s Man with 

a Movie Camera. One of the main features of this film, according to the scholar Irina 

Karelina, is its self-reflection.205 By documenting a day in a Soviet city and at the same time 

revealing how the film is being made, he participates in its creation on several levels. This 

metacinematic method is, as Karelina notes, similar to how the theatre director Vsevolod 

Meyerhold attempted to banish the illusion of theatre.206 Despite the fact that Vertov was 

dismissive of theatre, especially its narrative structure and its fondness for illusion, he 

nonetheless shares this anti-illusionistic trait that Meyerhold introduced in theatre.207 Vertov 

wanted to recreate the appearance of an eventful day as creatively and truthfully as possible, 

by using every “trick in the book”, so to speak. As an example, as he records in his notebook 
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late in March, 1927: "The cameraman has to be very inventive in his work. He must abandon 

the camera’s immobility and develop maximum mobility and resourcefulness."208 Moreover 

he did not want to force an interpretation on the viewer.209 Similar to Frampton’s protagonist 

in Magellan, which is every spectator who watches the cycle of films, the viewer is free to 

associate and make their own links and relations between the images, scenes and sequences 

(and other films in the cycle in Frampton’s case). Even though Frampton enables connections 

and associations for us, for instance with the footage of the ballad of Tim Finnegan that exists 

within Gloria! and its relevance in Finnegans Wake, or with Winter Solstice and its crypto-

erotic connection to The General Line, the message and meaning behind such juxtapositions 

are not propaganda, which is forced upon us. While the latter is something Eisenstein is 

known to do, especially in his early works, it is something which separates him from 

Frampton, and also Vertov in the film Man with a Movie Camera. Although Frampton does 

not force a predetermined meaning upon us, he does construct the overall work as a way to 

steer the viewer in a certain direction, knowing full well, paradoxically, that no spectator will 

ever completely follow his plan. 

According to Karelina, Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera is molded upon the 

irrational logic of inner speech. 210 That is, Vertov’s inner speech; his reflections on his 

thoughts.211 As can be read in his notebook in May, 1934, he preferred to "think on celluloid":  

 
I've forgotten how to talk with people, how to speak in public, forgotten how to write ever since I 

noticed that words do not express my thoughts at all. I speak, listen to, and check myself. The words do 

not convey the thoughts. I should stop writing right now because I'm not writing what I'm thinking at 

all. I'll stop.212 

 

And he continues:  

 
[My] thoughts are most easily conveyed in film, through montage; but I am asked not for a film of 

thoughts but for a film of incident, event, adventure, and so on. I could think on celluloid, if such an 

opportunity should again present itself..."213  

 

This cinematic thinking is brought forth in Man with a Movie Camera in the way the images 

comment on each other dialectically, via the parallel meta-perspective. In Magellan, such self-

reflection is present as well, and orchestrated according to a strict and fine-tuned plan. The 

work can be understood as an inventory of the world, meticulously selected by Frampton. 
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Following in the footsteps of Ferdinand Magellan himself, we, the spectators, are invited on a 

journey to reflect and think about what these films can tell us about western cultural 

mentality, as it is presented to us via a rigid system in the span of nearly a year. By the same 

token, Vertov combines geographically diverse places in an organic fashion so as to create the 

illusion of the same city in Man with a Movie Camera, just as Frampton connects, combines 

and re-combines, conceptually diverse footage, in order to generate a coherent inventory of 

the mentality of western culture, which comments on each other, in a slow deliberate manner. 

Where Vertov is interested in creating an "artificial landscape" inside our heads, as Kuleshov 

would have said, by subjecting "physical space and “real” time" to montage principles, in 

order to make the illusion of a coherent city believable, Frampton transforms the idea of such 

an artificial landscape, and attempts to craft conceptual coherence.214  

 The arrangement and coordination of the various parts is a system as complex as that 

which is attempted in Valdimir Tatlin’s unfinished Monument to the Third International 

(1919-1920), particularly in this work’s implementation of constantly revolving elements. 

This work, which Michelson describes as an "open and inclusive structure, polyfunctional in 

design, revolving simultaneously at different speeds (encompassing the full temporal scale of 

day, month, year with each respective revolution)", can be compared to Magellan.215 

Particularly the way it is structured, with its numerous sequences, subseries and other 

groupings related to specific ritualistic celebrations. As Brian Henderson has pointed out, it is 

"[m]ore than a plan in the usual sense, it is an exact, comprehensive calendar of the entire 

year’s cycle of films, specifying the titles or categories of films to be shown on each day of 

the year."216 Moreover, according to Frampton’s outline for the cycle, it "repeats itself every 

365 calendar days, but takes 369 days to run its full course."217 While Vertov’s film Man with 

a Movie Camera attempts to address inner speech by way of meta-cinematic reflection, the 

implementation of self-reflection in Magellan is made possible by designing the work as a 

constantly turning montage machine, which slowly generates new meanings, fresh thoughts 

and associations, as the various parts are juxtaposed, interlaced and intermingled. Similar to 

Vertov’s film, it is also a work which leaves behind notable traces of its creator. 

 

4.3 Subjectivity, autobiography and consciousness 
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Both Maya Deren, a pioneer within American experimental cinema, and active since the early 

1940s, as well as Stan Brakhage, employ the film camera as an instrument to explore 

consciousness and perception. Deren is known, among other things, for her surreal dreamlike 

images, where space and time are interchangeable, and for her readiness to investigate and 

scrutinize the mind and how it works through her own private world. Deren herself points out 

the benefits of film as a tool regarding such an inquisitive endeavor: 

 
The camera can create dance, movement and action which transcend geography and take place 

anywhere and everywhere; it can also, (…) be the meditating mind turned inwards upon the idea of 

movement, and this idea, being an abstraction, takes place nowhere or, as it were, in the very center of 

space. There the inner eye meditates upon it at leisure, investigates its possibilities, considers first this 

aspect and angle, and that one, and once more reconsiders, as one might plumb and examine an image 

or an idea, turning it over and over in one’s mind.218 

 

Film, may, in other words, be used to present ideas of a more private nature and to dwell and 

meditate upon. Such concerns were certainly an inspiration for many, as Sitney points out: 

"her aspiration to use film to imitate the process of the mind was exalted and certainly has 

been felt by other film-makers within the American (…) avant-garde sphere."219 

 Another approach to exploration of the mind through film is found in the work of 

Brakhage. His investigation of the in-between states of dreams; half-remembered and hazy 

memories, and attempts to mimic pre-natal perception and experience, is unique and original. 

His many films are tied to a persistent urge to research, expand upon and elaborate what he 

calls "moving visual thinking".220 In other words: "the cinematic mimesis of elusive cognitive 

acts."221 The films are also concerned with the private sphere. A large part of his films 

functions as documentation of the birth of his children, their growth and family life as such. 

This home movie aesthetic is merged with issues such as the investigations into perception 

and memory. This attempt to grapple with consciousness as a theme is also, as this chapter 

attempts to establish, nothing new for Frampton. It a significant thread in the Magellan cycle, 

and a continuation of something he has been preoccupied with previously in his early film 

(nostalgia). The scholar Rachel Moore notes in the beginning of her book dedicated to this 

work that "these meanderings [between various states present in the film] is a direct 

engagement with consciousness itself as the viewer gets caught in the grip of past, present and 

future time."222 In this film Frampton, not only deals with issues such as memory and time, 
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but also with his own ego as a vehicle to explore such themes. This subjective approach is in 

other words something Frampton has in common with both Brakhage and Deren. 

As the French film theorist Raymond Bellour has noted: "Brakhage, following Maya 

Deren, invents an immense power of saying “I” in the American avant-garde."223 This 

autobiographical approach to filmmaking is also, as mentioned, present in Frampton’s films. 

For Bellour, it is his (nostalgia), which triggers such a categorization: "If one had to provide 

an emblematic image of autobiography in film (…) it would have to be Hollis Frampton’s 

Nostalgia (1971)"224 But it is also present in the Magellan cycle. This inward looking – often 

solipsistic cinema – is in great contrast to the revolutionary Soviet directors and their 

politically charged projects. Even though Vertov does include himself as a presence in some 

of his films, it can’t really compare to the way Brakhage, Deren and Frampton allow 

subjectivity and the autobiographical to permeate their films. For Frampton, as he mentions in 

his statements regarding the Magellan project, such implementation of autobiographical 

material done in order to generate "mythic reverberation" between himself and the canons of 

film history.225 

Instances of autobiographical elements present in the Magellan cycle are plentiful. 

One such instance can be found in the scheduling of the films in the cycle. According to the 

scheduling plan, two one-minute films where to be shown almost every day for a full year. 

But there are five days in which no one-minute film would be shown, and one of these days is 

Frampton’s own birthday on March 11.226 But there are other instances as well of Frampton 

incorporating autobiographical aspects within the work. Most pronounced perhaps is his 

usage of his own grandmother as an element in the earlier mentioned film Gloria! This was 

for him a very personal film, as he states in an interview. 227 The film ends with a dedication 

which reads as follows: "This work, in its entirety, is given in loving memory of Fanny 

Elizabeth Catlett Cross, my maternal grandmother, who was born on November 6, 1896, and 

died on November 24, 1973."228 What is the reason for such a personal element? What is the 

function of such a dedication at the end of the film? One of the reasons for this, according to 

Frampton, is to resist a certain presence of monumentality, and to "haul [the work] down into 
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some human scale."229 This neutralizing of the grandiose, by implementing the 

autobiographical, is one function of such usage of personal elements.  

Another instance of the autobiographical are the places used as locations in the various 

films in the series. All the films in the Solariumagelani segment are places Frampton himself 

had once worked at: a slaughterhouse, as represented in Autumn Equinox; a dairy farm, as 

documented in Summer Solstice; and, lastly, a steel work, as seen in Winter Solstice. In this 

latter film, the film scholar Sara Sullivan claims that it "satirizes economic events that linked 

Buffalo, NY, where Frampton worked, and Pittsburgh, where he filmed Winter Solstice, to his 

personal experiences as a steel worker."230 The significant point here being that Frampton 

does not shy away from using personal experience as platform on which to satirize certain 

events. 

 A third example of his implementation of subjective elements in the Magellan cycle, 

has to do with camera movement. More precisely the hand held camera as an extension of 

Frampton own bodily temperament. Similar to how brushstrokes in some abstract 

expressionist painting often leave traces of the actions of the creator in their patterns and 

rhythms, such subtle movement is present in some of Frampton’s films as well. Here the 

camera becomes the brush and the camera movement becomes the trace. While this is 

certainly more explicit in the work of Brakhage, who taught himself and internalized specific 

camera movements, it is also notable in the Magellan cycle. In Cadenza I, the footage of the 

wedding from a park in Puerto Rico, is taken by Frampton himself through a telephoto 

lense.231 As noted by Sitney, this is done in order to "to exaggerate the effect of his body 

tension".232 This exaggeration translates as a more noticeable presence of the 

cinematographer, namely Frampton himself. This is also something which separates him from 

Eisenstein, who captured his subjects mostly via static frames. Vertov’s penchant for 

mounting the camera on certain vehicles, in order to record images from their “point of view”, 

is also an approach which differs from Frampton. Here Vertov is registering reality from a 

sphere of the non-human and mechanized perspective, something which echoes the works of 

experimental filmmakers such as Michael Snow and the couple Steina and Woody Vasulka, 

rather than with Frampton.  
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The resisting of a certain sense of monumentality, utilization of his personal 

background as artistic exploration, and the urge to leave behind a quasi-invisible presence in 

his work are some elements which can be said to encapsulate subjectivity and autobiography 

in Magellan. But, besides such traits, as well as Frampton’s portrayal of inner speech, there is 

another aspect that is relevant in regards to how consciousness as a theme can be related to the 

Magellan project, namely how the work itself, through formal and material components, 

allows us to engage with it intellectually, and question its very being.  

 

4.4 The pensive image and cinema  

In Hanneke Grootenboer’s article, "The Pensive Image: On Thought in Jan van Huysum's 

Still Life Paintings", an attempt is made to put forth the idea that the image itself is capable of 

thought. More to the point, that "through their material form" the image questions and thinks 

about "their status as images".233 Focusing on tiny, but vital details, in specific paintings by 

Paul Klee and Jan van Huysum, Grootenboer wants to point out "the indeterminacy of the 

picture's lack" as a way to invite the viewer to contemplate discrepancies embodied within 

these details.234 These discrepancies or grey areas of categorizations, make thought possible. 

The dissonances within a seemingly coherent area, gives the viewer a chance to interact with 

the painting, without being absorbed by its presence. Or as Grootenboer puts it: "Pensiveness 

denotes a state that is neither active nor passive, but remains in between the activity and the 

passivity of being lost in thought."235 In other words, one could say the painting invites us to 

confront paradoxes embedded in details within the overall image.  

 While a “frozen” painting and moving images demand different approaches with 

regards to observation, or different degrees of awareness of significant ploys tied to that 

specific area of aesthetic construction, there are some common elements that can be found in 

both film and paining. One aspect has to do with the plausibility of the representation present 

in the work; another aspect concerns the discovery of paradoxical traits within the work itself. 

This latter point invites the viewer to question the very nature of the work. Grootenboer uses 

Jan Van Huysum’s still life of flowers, to exemplify his point. But such elements can be 

found in Frampton’s films as well. For example, in his early film Zorns Lemma, Frampton 

employs techniques that confront the medium or the disguised structure that attempt to engage 

an audience intellectually. By first presenting the recitation of the (latin) alphabet through 
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juxtapositions of images and words, and then subtly breaking the rules, he creates curiosity 

and confusion. Metric errors, omissions, errors related to color, words presented backwards, 

and so on, including breaches of decorum, "[w]herein the artist, by design or otherwise, 

breaks the rules he has himself set up for operating upon the elements of the work", are 

examples of such strategies. 236 The utilization of such tactics makes the viewer aware of the 

construction of the film, and at the same time, allows for possible felt transformations within 

the mind, and of tacking between visual perception and an epistemological analysis of that 

visuality.237 If the inventive rule breaking maneuvers are noticed it involves the spectator’s 

attention in reflective ways. This will also distance the viewers from absorption, by making 

them confront the wearing down of conventions. In Jan van Huysum's case, the conventions 

are rather different as they are related to still life paintings of flowers, but they are 

nevertheless tweaked in order to produce an effect of thoughtful reaction. 

 The thought produced by Jan van Huysum’s still lifes are elicited by his representation 

of dewdrops. Not, as Grootenboer writes, as a "realistically rendered figure", but rather in 

how the representation of dewdrops can be stretched to the extreme.238 More precisely, she 

suggests that the opposite categories of transparency on the one hand, and opacity on the 

other, which are present in Huysum’s representation of the dewdrop, triggers thoughts about 

such categorical relationships. The way "the opaque white dot of a highlight" and "the 

translucent water drop" are combined, makes these categories collide.239 The contrast is in a 

sense a merging of two elements at once impenetrable and translucent. This amalgamation 

produces "a new spatial entity that would permit a thought to fit in it, or perhaps provide a 

slight 'movement' or 'vibe' around which the entire composition appears to revolve (…)."240 

Another example of thought ignited by art is provided by Deleuze and Guattari. According to 

Grootenboer, "the visible application of paint in abstract art makes the painting's background 

thick and opaque, which Deleuze and Guattari see as an instance of thought in art."241  

In the same way that the idea of imperceptible or invisible brushstrokes is important in 

figurative painting of the realistic kind, as it is in Huysman’s paintings, the utilization of 

strategies to minimize our perception of visible cuts between shots is of great concern in 

traditional narrative film. For Frampton, it is an illusion he wants to expose, and, in contrast, 
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to accentuate those aspects of film which makes the edited nature of the images obvious and 

apparent, like he does in Cadenza I, where the sounds of sprocket holes is integrated as a part 

of the film itself. Another aspect, such as inclusion of frames of pure color and turning a blind 

eye to matches and movement between shots, makes the edited nature of the film noticeable 

as well. Recall for instance his insertion of full color frames in Apparatus Sum, Summer 

Solstice and in Winter Solstice. The turquoise-blue leader which appears in sudden flashes in 

this latter film, spliced between the numerous shots, makes us ponder the artificiality of the 

film. Where Eisenstein uses intertitles as a narrative ploy within his films, Frampton inserts 

such spaces with pure fields of color as a way to restart a new cycle of images. In other words, 

these transitions function as a way to separate shots, rather than to merge scenes and 

storylines. 

Another aspect of this attention to the cuts and discontinuities of the editing process is 

the fact that the shots are not matched by continuity, nor by similarities in direction. Within 

narrative cinema, where invisible editing is, in most cases, something to strive for, match cuts 

plays an important role. Match cuts "are based on (1) visual continuity, (2) significance, and 

(3) similarity in angle or direction."242 Not only does it ensure the smooth flow and balance of 

the film, it also calms the viewer by making them feel at ease. In Winter Solstice, as well as 

other films in the Solariumagelani series, such rules are purposely broken. The viewer’s eyes 

cannot rest; instead, they are constantly forced, via the jittery shots, to search for places to rest 

our focus from one shot to the next. By being denied this break, one is constantly on edge, and 

always preoccupied with the present, and at the same time held at arm’s length from 

trancelike immersion. Since there is minimal narrative in Frampton’s films, the relation 

between shots is often unclear and up to the spectator to decipher. In other words his films are 

in a sense designed to provoke thoughts, in one way or the other. Or, as Moore phrases it, in 

her account of what characterizes structural film, which Frampton is often labeled:  

 
They are films in which you think and watch at the same time, films in which you think about your 

watching and watch what you are thinking whilst the sights and sounds communicate directly with your 

nervous system. They are an open invitation to the viewer to come alive in the cinema. Left to their own 

devices, these films make philosophers of us all.243 

 

This general description applies to Frampton’s films as well, especially with the films within 

the Magellan cycle. 
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Grootenboer’s point though, in relation to paintings, is that the thought is within the 

image, "fully embodied in form and materiality".244 They are not expressed through narrative, 

nor are they "behind it (as with iconographic meaning)", but they are, through the material 

form alone, "performing a kind of thinking."245 So, when analyzing films contained within the 

Magellan project, one should, if one is to follow the guidelines of Grootenboer, pinpoint 

material and formal aspects which can be said to inhabit conflicting traits, which enables them 

to "philosophize about their status as images".246  

In Magellan, such traits can be discovered in many of the films in the cycle. One 

example is the film Tiger Balm. In this meditative exemplification of vegetative eroticism, as 

Frampton suggests, repetitive shots of a park (ill. 73), taken from Kew Gardens outside of 

London, are interspersed with flashes of images of falling fluid.247 The sudden images of this 

watery substance, similar to shots which have been used in films such as Winter Solstice, Pan 

002 and the early film States, is utilized here both as transitions between shots, and 

superimposed on other parts of the film (ill. 74). This usage creates a sense of surprise and 

unease and makes us question what we see. The rigid and repetitive structure of the film, the 

utilization of pure colors, and transitions like dissolves, fades and superimpositions, makes us 

constantly aware of the films construction. It invites us to think about the relationship between 

the unnatural colorized images, along with the subtle differences between often very similar 

shots. The unorthodox combination of the variously tilted shots of the blue grass, quivering 

green grass, as well as footage of hens, bees and repetitive intrusions of fluid pouring down, 

offers us an opportunity to question the construction, nature and meaning of the work.  

This urge to accentuate the illusion, by making us aware that we are watching a film, 

is both similar and different to Vertov’s approach. As Vertov has written in one of his 

notebooks, in the middle of April, 1934:  

 

We were not content to make invisible shots visible, masked shots overt, staged shots unstaged. We 

wanted to do more than show isolated bits, individual shots of the truth. We set ourselves a broader 

task: editing, organizing, combining together the separate shots to completely avoid falseness, to make 

each montage phrase and our works as a whole, show us the truth.248 

 

Frampton is clearly influenced by such anti-illusionistic concerns, but his agenda is of another 

kind. In Tiger Balm he orchestrates the images so as to allow the spectator to engage with the 
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film intellectually through illusions, repetitions and contrasts. He does not avoid falseness 

(e.g. the blue grass), but cherishes and emphasizes it, in order to invite us to think about what 

we see. This can also be seen in Summer Solstice, where seemingly identical and repetitive 

shots of cows in the countryside, framed in various angles, produces misperceptions and 

conflict in the mind of the viewer. In this latter film, as I’ve mentioned earlier, transitions also 

play a big part in conveying the construction of the film. A last, but not exhaustive, example 

of films in the Magellan cycle which enable bursts of thoughts in the spectator, by way of 

materiality and form, is the film Not the First Time (1976). In this nearly five minute long 

film, we are presented with superimposed images of a wooden harbor and poles (ill. 75). 

These are populated with seagulls in a seemingly remote and anonymous location somewhere 

in the ocean. The images are superimposed and slightly out of synch (ill. 76). This 

asynchronous approach is similar to the experiments with superimposition Frampton 

attempted in Pan 004 (ill. 77) and Pan 700 (ill. 78). In Not the First Time, such experiments 

are more developed, in the sense that similarly themed shots are arranged, according to a 

clearly defined plan. Shots of seagulls, the sea and wooden poles, are soon accompanied by 

images of sand under water, covered with mud, as well as footage of a hilltop in the distance 

made of sand, and a long shot of a woman wearing a red jacket and white pants (ill. 79), in 

addition to shots of plant life on the beach. The numerous shots, which reoccur in various 

shapes and forms throughout the film, are all presented in segments, sandwiched between 

white colored frames, which lasts a few seconds, as if to make us breathe between each new 

image. In this film Frampton uses superimposition as tool to conceive layered incongruities 

within the shots themselves. Like phrases in a poem which repeats the same content in 

slightly new ways, the images in this film, merge with one another in an asynchronous 

manner. The films spans between continuous delayed unification of nearly identical shots, 

slight discrepancies between superimposed footage which moves in separate directions, and  

layered shots which have little or nothing in common. All are segmented and sequenced via 

static white frames. It is the harsh montage which the latter element generates that invites us 

to ponder the nature of the images. The superimposed shots have another function, namely to 

bring forth calmness, tranquility and peace. Phrased differently, the shots encourage 

relaxation rather than thinking. By punctuating the serene atmosphere with static fields of 

white color we are coerced into a fixed rhythm, stuck between alertness and relaxation. 

Similar to the usage of the animated transition in Cadenza I, featuring a red dot which grows 

in size, the transition in Not the First Time functions as a continuous, integrated part of the 

film, and an essential rhythmic element as well. These examples, particularly Tiger Balm and 
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Not the First time, represents films within the Magellan cycle, that encompass material and 

formal characteristics which allow the spectator to engage with the films in a reflexive 

manner. These are films which invite us to think. 
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Conclusion 

The Magellan cycle was unfinished by the time of Frampton’s death in March 30, in 1984. 

While it’s incomplete and fragmentary nature provides some interpretive challenges, there has 

been several attempts over the years to probe deeper into the remaining material in order to 

get a better understanding of the project as such. In this thesis I have argued that one of the 

main threads within the Magellan project is Frampton’s own negotiating with the ideas of the 

Soviet filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein, Dziga Vertov and Lev Kuleshov. By 

appropriating the theories supporting these filmmaker’s works, as well as reworking imagery 

from their films, and techniques applied in their work, I have shown how Frampton has 

channeled their insights and transformed them into new works of art. Phrased differently, I 

have demonstrated how Frampton, within the films in the Magellan cycle, has transformed 

concepts, images and techniques associated with these Soviet pioneers, and transported them 

into a more explicitly artistic framework, in an attempt to explore the mentality of western 

culture, in a rigid, predetermined fashion. 

 To further cement the significance of this relation more thoroughly, I have explored 

the manifestation of Soviet montage elements in the Magellan cycle through thematic 

categories such as sound, image and consciousness.  In the chapter on sound I show how 

Frampton’s exploration of the concept vertical montage, which was borrowed from 

Eisenstein, is utilized and further developed in the films Cadenza I, Mindfall, and Gloria!. I 

have also highlighted the issue of synchronization and asynchronization as a vital ingredient 

in Magellan and something he explores in a systematic fashion throughout in many of his 

films. In this chapter I also focus on Frampton’s utilization of the voice as vehicle to examine 

such concerns.  

In the chapter which deals with the image I have shown how Frampton appropriates, 

reworks and integrates artworks by other people in his own work. I also show how such 

artistic strategies are attempted by Frampton in the way he imitates the preferred locations of 

Eisenstein and Vertov, found within their work, with the intention of further developing their 

concepts and expand their techniques. As Frampton himself has admitted, the films in the 

series entitled Solariumagelani has been made within "a pretextual locus dearly beloved by 

our Soviet predecessors.249 In other words a setting that clearly and explicitly references the 

Soviet pioneers. I have attempted to verify that statement, and furthermore elaborated on what 

this might entail, conceptually, visually and perceptually. To do so I have focused on three 
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films in the Solariumagelani series, namely Summer Solstice, Autumn Equinox and Winter 

Solstice. These films, each in their own way, through imagery of a slaughterhouse, a dairy 

farm and a steel mill, exemplifies Frampton’s debt to these Soviet filmmakers. But the 

imagery in these films are also used by Frampton with the intention of penetrating deeper into 

themes he has touched upon in his earlier films, outside of the Magellan project. For instance, 

in my presentation of Frampton’s reworking of images from Eisenstein’s The General Line as 

they occur in Summer Solstice, I have shown how this film builds further upon areas of 

exploration he has investigated before in films like Sir Rupert’s Drops, and its examination of 

misperceptions. Additionally, I have pointed out Frampton’s preference for full colored 

frames as transition devices and how his approach differs from Brakhage. 

I have also shown the relation between Autumn Equinox and Vertov’s slaughterhouse 

sequence in Kino Eye, as well as similar images in Eisenstein’s Strike. In my examination of 

Winter Solstice, I have demonstrated Frampton’s urge to document the daily sights of workers 

within a steel mill, as well as his playful allusion to the erotic moments in The General Line, 

and his continued investigation of the flexibility of forms, as seen in his early film States.

 The last chapter deals with the theme of consciousness. In this part I have shown how 

the Soviet influence manifests itself in the concept of inner speech, a concept that resonates 

with how the structure of Magellan unfolds over time. The role of subjectivity and 

autobiography has also been discussed, more specifically its central role within American 

experimental film, but also how autobiography can function as a way to resist the monumental 

presence of the Magellan project. Frampton’s urge to integrate aspects of himself into the 

work, by using places dear to him in his own personal life, is also indicative of this element in 

Magellan. Last, but not least is the concept of pensive thinking, as presented by Grootenboer, 

and exemplified through the films Tiger Balm and Not the First Time, important to understand 

how these films work within the Magellan cycle; by their form and material shape alone, they 

invite the spectator to think.  

As stated in the earlier parts of this thesis, Frampton attempted to construct a work 

which was open to interpretation, but at the same time constructed according to rigid 

principles. His utopian scheduling of the films, and his seemingly never-ending struggle with 

metahistorical concerns, is only a few of the factors which make this project rich in possible 

interpretations. My focus in this thesis has been on Frampton’s transformation of concepts, 

images and techniques found within the works of the pioneers of Soviet film, and further, how 

this manifest itself in the Magellan cycle. This is only one possible interpretative strategy 

among many. In the beginning of this dissertation, I mentioned that Frampton dreaded that his 
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work would end up unfinished and in fragments. Or as he phrases it: "If you don’t finish an 

epic poem it is a more or less a magnificent ruin".250 But even so, this magnificent ruin, if one 

may call it that, is rich in detail and substance, and open to many interpretations. Hopefully it 

is a work that will be researched further, despite its unfinished, fragmentary and incomplete 

nature. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
250 Frampton quoted in Zryd, "History and Ambivalence in Hollis Frampton’s "Magellan"," 126. 
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Illustrations 

 

Ill. 1 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972251 

 

Ill. 2 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979 

 

Ill. 3 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979 

 

Ill. 4 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968 

 

Ill. 5 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968 

 

Ill. 6 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968 

 

Ill. 7 Hollis Frampton, Carrots and Peas, 1969 

 

Ill. 8 Hollis Frampton, Carrots and Peas, 1969 

 

Ill. 9 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971 

 

Ill. 10 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971 

 

Ill. 11 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971 

 

Ill. 12 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968 

 

Ill. 13 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968 

 

Ill. 14 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968 

 

Ill. 15 Hollis Frampton, Critical Mass, 1971 

 

Ill. 16 Hollis Frampton, Ordinary Matter, 1972 

 

Ill. 17 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979 

 

Ill. 18 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977 

 

Ill. 19 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977 

 

Ill. 20 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977 

 

Ill. 21 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977 

 

Ill. 22 Hollis Frampton, Palindrome, 1969 

 

                                                      
251 Screenshots from the various films are made by me. 
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Ill. 23 Hollis Frampton, Palindrome, 1969 

 

Ill. 24 Hollis Frampton, Snowblind, 1968 

 

Ill. 25 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924 

 

Ill. 26 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924 

 

Ill. 27 Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, (1915-1923) 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-1010/wwi-dada/dada1/a/duchamp-the-bride-

stripped-bare-by-her-bachelors-even (08.06.2018) 

 

Ill. 28 Marcel Duchamp, Étant donnés: La chute d’eau, Le gaz d’éclairage, (1945-1966) 

https://www.wikiart.org/en/marcel-duchamp/given-1-the-waterfall-2-the-illuminating-gas-

1966 (08.06.2018) 

 

Ill. 29 Hollis Frampton, Poetic Justice, 1972 

 

Ill. 30 Marcel Duchamp, Pocket Chess Set with Rubber Glove, (1943) 

http://www.edochess.ca/batgirl/Imagery_of_Chess_no9.html (08.06.2018) 

 

Ill. 31 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974 

 

Ill. 32 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974 

 

Ill. 33 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974 

 

Ill. 34 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929 

 

Ill. 35 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, 1969 

 

Ill. 36 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, 1969 

 

Ill. 37 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, 1968 

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/69509?artist_id=1963&locale=en&page=1&sov_ref

errer=artist (May, 8, 2018) 

 

Ill. 38 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924 

 

Ill. 39 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924 

 

Ill. 40 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 41 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 42 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 43 Hollis Frampton, Pan 697 1974 

 

Ill. 44 Sergei Eisenstein, Strike, 1925 
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Ill. 45 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 46 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 47 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 48 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 49 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 50 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 51 Hollis Frampton, Pan 002, 1974 

 

Ill. 52 Hollis Frampton, States, 1967 

 

Ill. 53 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929 

 

Ill. 54 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929 

 

Ill. 55 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929 

 

Ill. 56 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 57 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974 

 

Ill. 58 Hollis Frampton, Lemon, 1969 

 

Ill. 59 Hollis Frampton, Matrix (First Dream), 1979 

 

Ill. 60 Dziga Vertov, Man With a Movie Camera, 1929 

 

Ill. 61 Hollis Frampton, Matrix (First Dream), 1979 

 

Ill. 62 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974 

 

Ill. 63 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974 

 

Ill. 64 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974 

 

Ill. 65 Hollis Frampton, Apparatus Sum, 1974 

 

Ill. 66 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928 

 

Ill. 67 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928 

 

Ill. 68 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928 

 

Ill. 69 Hollis Frampton, Pan 0, 1973 
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Ill. 70 Hollis Frampton, Pan 0, 1973 

 

Ill. 71 Hollis Frampton, Pan 699, 1974 

 

Ill. 72 Vsevolod Pudovkin, Mechanics of the Brain, 1926. 

 

Ill. 73 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972 

 

Ill. 74 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972 

 

Ill. 75 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972 

 

Ill. 76 Hollis Frampton, Not the First Time, 1976 

 

Ill. 77 Hollis Frampton, Pan 004, 1974 

 

Ill. 78 Hollis Frampton, Pan 700, 1974 

 

Ill. 79 Hollis Frampton, Not the First Time, 1976 
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Ill.1 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972.  

 

Ill.2 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979.  

 

Ill.3 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979.  
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Ill.4 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968.  

 

Ill.5 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968.  

 

Ill.6 Hollis Frampton, Maxwell’s Demon, 1968.  
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Ill.7 Hollis Frampton, Carrots and Peas, 1969.  

 

Ill.8 Hollis Frampton, Carrots and Peas, 1969.  

 

Ill.9 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971.  
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Ill.10 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971.  

 

Ill.11 Hollis Frampton, (nostalgia), 1971.  

 

Ill.12 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968.  
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Ill.13 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968.  

 

Ill.14 Hollis Frampton, Surface Tension, 1968.  

 

Ill.15 Hollis Frampton, Critical Mass, 1971.  
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Ill.16 Hollis Frampton, Ordinary Matter, 1972.  

 

Ill.17 Hollis Frampton, Gloria!, 1979.  

 

Ill.18 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977.  
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Ill.19 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977.  

 

Ill.20 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977.  

 

Ill.21 Hollis Frampton, Cadenza I, 1977.  
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Ill.22 Hollis Frampton, Palindrome, 1969.  

 

Ill.23 Hollis Frampton, Palindrome, 1969. 

 

Ill.24 Hollis Frampton, Snowblind, 1968.  
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Ill.25 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924.  

 

Ill.26 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924.  

 

Ill.27 Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelers, Even, 1915-23. Oil, varnish, lead foil, lead wire, 

dust, two glass panels, 277.5 x 177.8 x 8.6 cm. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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Ill.28 Marcel Duchamp, Etant donnés: La chute d’eau, Le gaz d’éclairage, 1946-66. Mixed media assemblage: an old 

wooden door, bricks, velvet, wood, leather stretched on a metal frame, twigs, aluminium, iron, glass, plexiglas, 

linoleum, cotton, electric lights, gas lamp, motor, etc, 242.5 x 177.8 x 124.5 cm. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

 

Ill.29 Hollis Frampton, Poetic Justice, 1972.  

 

Ill.30 Marcel Duchamp, Pocket Chess Set with Rubber Glove, 1968 
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Ill.31 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974.  

 

Ill.32 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974. 

 

Ill.33 Hollis Frampton, Summer Solstice, 1974. 
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Ill.34 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929.  

 

Ill.35 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, 1969.  

 

Ill.36 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, 1969.  
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Ill.37 Hollis Frampton, Sir Rupert’s Drops, phenakistoscope 1968. Offset lithograph, diameter composition 17.3 cm, 

MoMA, New York. 

 

Ill.38 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924.  

 

Ill.39 Dziga Vertov, Kino Eye, 1924. 
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Ill.40 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974. 

 

Ill.41 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974. 

 

Ill.42 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974. 
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Ill.43 Hollis Frampton, Pan 697, 1974.  

 

Ill.44 Sergei Eisenstein, Strike, 1925.  

 

Ill.45 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  
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Ill.46 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  

 

Ill.47 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  

 

Ill.48 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  
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Ill.49 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  

 

Ill.50 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  

 

Ill.51 Hollis Frampton, Pan 002, 1974.  
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Ill.52 Hollis Frampton, States, 1967.  

 

Ill.53 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929.  

 

Ill.54 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929.  
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Ill.55 Sergei Eisenstein, The General Line, 1929.  

 

Ill.56 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  

 

Ill.57 Hollis Frampton, Autumn Equinox, 1974.  
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Ill.58 Hollis Frampton, Lemon, 1969.  

 

Ill.59 Hollis Frampton, Matrix (First Dream, 1979.  

 

Ill.60 Dziga Vertov, Man With a Movie Camera, 1929.  
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Ill.61 Hollis Frampton, Matrix (First Dream), 1979.  

 

Ill.62 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974.  

 

Ill.63 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974.  
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Ill.64 Hollis Frampton, Magellan at the Gates of Death, Part I: The Red Gate, 1974.  

 

Ill.65 Hollis Frampton, Apparatus Sum, 1972.  

 

Ill.66 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928.  
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Ill.67 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928.  

 

Ill.68 Sergei Eisenstein, October, 1928.  

 

Ill.69 Hollis Frampton, Pan 0, 1973.  
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Ill.70 Hollis Frampton, Pan 0, 1973.  

 

Ill.71 Hollis Frampton, Pan 699, 1974.  

 

Ill.72 Vsevolod Pudovkin, Mechanics of the Brain, 1926.  
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Ill.73 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972.  

 

Ill.74 Hollis Frampton, Tiger Balm, 1972.  

 

Ill.75 Hollis Frampton, Not the First Time, 1976.  
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Ill.76 Hollis Frampton, Not the First Time, 1976.  

 

Ill.77 Hollis Frampton, Pan 004, 1974.  

 

Ill.78 Hollis Frampton, Pan 700, 1974.  
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Ill.79 Hollis Frampton, Not the First Time, 1976.  
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Appendix 

List of films in the Magellan cycle252 

 

The Birth of Magellan:   Cadenzas I 

     Mindfall I 

     Matrix [First Dream] 

     Mindfall VII 

     Cadenzas XIV 

     Palindrome [Second Dream] 

     Public Domain 

     Noctiluca [Magellan’s Toys No.1] 

 

Straits of Magellan:    Drafts and Fragments [Panopticons] 

 

Solariumagelani:   Summer Solstice 

     Ingenium Nobis Ipsa Puella Fecit [aka Vernal Equinox] 

     Autumn Equinox 

     Winter Solstice 

 

Magellan at the Gates of Death: The Red Gate 

     The Green Gate 

The Final Day of the Cycle  

and Studies for Magellan:  A & B in Ontario 

     Pas de Trois 

     Apparatus Sum [Studies for Magellan #1] 

     Procession 

     Otherwise Unexplained Fires [Mamoranda Magelani] 

     Yellow Springs [Magellan: Vanishing Point: #1] […] 

     Quarternion [Pares Magelani] 

     For Georgia O’Keeffe 

     More Than Meets The Eye [Tempora Magelani] 

     Not The First Time [Tempora Magelani] 

     Tiger Balm [Memoranda Magelani: #1] 

     Gloria! 

 

                                                      
252 Based on the order presented in Lunenfeld, "The perfect machine", 179, n20.  See also Frampton, "Hollis 

Frampton: A Complete Filmography," 167-169. 


